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Lattice quantum chromodynamics is used to constrain the interactions of two octet baryons at the SUð3Þ
flavor-symmetric point, with quark masses that are heavier than those in nature (equal to that of the physical
strange quark mass and corresponding to a pion mass of ≈806 MeV). Specifically, the S-wave scattering
phase shifts of two-baryon systems at low energies are obtained with the application of Lüscher’s
formalism, mapping the energy eigenvalues of two interacting baryons in a finite volume to the two-particle
scattering amplitudes below the relevant inelastic thresholds. The leading-order low-energy scattering
parameters in the two-nucleon systems that were previously obtained at these quark masses are determined
with a refined analysis, and the scattering parameters in two other channels containing the Σ and Ξ baryons
are constrained for the first time. It is found that the values of these parameters are consistent with an
approximate SUð6Þ spin-flavor symmetry in the nuclear and hypernuclear forces that is predicted in the
large-Nc limit of QCD. The two distinct SUð6Þ-invariant interactions between two baryons are constrained
for the first time at this value of the quark masses, and their values indicate an approximate accidental
SUð16Þ symmetry. The SUð3Þ irreps containing the NNð1S0Þ, NNð3S1Þ and 1ﬃﬃ2p ðΞ0nþ Ξ−pÞð3S1Þ channels
unambiguously exhibit a single bound state, while the irrep containing the Σþpð3S1Þ channel exhibits a
state that is consistent with either a bound state or a scattering state close to threshold. These results are in
agreement with the previous conclusions of the NPLQCD collaboration regarding the existence of two-
nucleon bound states at this value of the quark masses.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.96.114510
I. INTRODUCTION
It is speculated that hyperons, the counterparts of nucleons
in which some of the valence quarks in the nucleon are
replaced by strange quarks, play an important role in the
composition of dense matter, such as that in the interior of
neutron stars (for a comprehensive review, see Ref. [1]). The
interactions between two nucleons are precisely constrained
by experiment over a wide range of energies. However,
those between a nucleon and a hyperon, or between two
hyperons, are not well known [2–19], and are challenging
to probe experimentally because of the short lifetime of
hyperons and hypernuclei. Precise information on how
hyperons interact, in particular in a nuclear medium, is
essential to establish their effects on the equation of state of
dense matter and other observables. On the theoretical side,
the only reliable method with which to determine these
interactions is to calculate them from the underlying strong
interactions among quarks and gluons described by quantum
chromodynamics (QCD). This can be achieved using the
nonperturbative method of lattice QCD (LQCD), which
involves numerically evaluating path integrals representing
Euclidean correlation functions using Monte Carlo sampling
methods. This approach is taken in this work to constrain the
scattering amplitudes of several classes of nucleon-nucleon,
hyperon-nucleon and hyperon-hyperon systems, albeit in a
world that exhibits an exact SUð3Þ flavor symmetry, with
degenerate light and strange quark masses tuned to produce
pions and kaons with masses of ≈806 MeV. The calcu-
lations are performed in the absence of quantum electrody-
namics (QED). This work extends our previous studies of
such systems using the same ensembles of gauge-field
configurations [20,21], and complements previous and
ongoing studies of hyperon interactions using LQCD, see
for example Refs. [19,22–35].
Lüscher’s finite-volume (FV) methodology [36–51] is
used to constrain the scattering amplitudes of two-baryon
systems below the relevant inelastic thresholds from the
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corresponding energy eigenvalues of two interacting bary-
ons in a finite cubic volume with periodic boundary
conditions. Among the main results obtained in this study
is a refinement in the S-wave scattering phase shifts and
low-energy scattering parameters in the SUð3Þ irreps
containingNNð1S0Þ andNNð3S1Þ systems. This is achieved
by including further kinematic points in the Lüscher’s FV
analysis compared to our study in Ref. [21]. Further, new
results are obtained at these quark masses on the low-
energy scattering amplitudes in the SUð3Þ irreps containing
Σþpð3S1Þ and 1ﬃﬃ2p ðΞ0nþ Ξ−pÞð3S1Þ systems. The extrac-
tion of energies relies on the identification of low-lying
states in Euclidean correlation functions. Discussions of the
methods of energy determination used in this work are
presented in Sec. III B, along with careful analyses of
the scattering amplitudes that result from the extracted
energies in Sec. III C. In particular, it is shown that, in
agreement with our previous conclusions in Refs. [20,21],
there is clear evidence for the existence of a bound state in
each of the SUð3Þ-symmetric two-baryon channels con-
taining the NNð1S0Þ, NNð3S1Þ and 1ﬃﬃ2p ðΞ0nþ Ξ−pÞð3S1Þ
systems. As is shown in Appendix D, the phase shifts in
these channels, and in the channels containing the
Σþpð3S1Þ system, pass all of the “consistency checks”
introduced in Ref. [52], contradicting the conclusions
reached in that reference.
SUð3Þ flavor symmetry has important consequences
for the interactions of two octet baryons. Despite there
being 64 flavor states that can be constructed from two
octet baryons, SUð3Þ symmetry dictates that there are
only six independent interactions between two octet
baryons, namely those in the 27, 10, 10, 8A, 8S and 1
irreducible representations (irreps). SUð3Þ flavor sym-
metry is only an approximate symmetry in nature, given
the different masses of the light quarks and the strange
quark, but is exact within the present numerical study,
enabling a simple classification of these interactions. In
particular, at leading order (LO) in an effective field
theory (EFT) expansion [53], only six coefficients,
corresponding to the six irreps, need be determined.
Because of the structure of the interpolating fields
implemented in this work, scattering information has
been obtained only for channels belonging to the first
four irreps listed above.
The results of our calculations allow an exploration of
the spin-flavor symmetries of nuclear and hypernuclear
interactions that are predicted from QCD (with degenerate
flavors) in the limit of a large number of colors, Nc → ∞
[54]. In this limit, the six LO interactions of the SUð3Þ-
symmetric low-energy theory are defined by only two
independent constants, reflecting a manifest SUð6Þ spin-
flavor symmetry. Corrections to the constraints imposed by
the SUð6Þ symmetry scale as 1=Nc. The calculations
performed in this work provide an opportunity to examine
the large-Nc relations without contamination from SUð3Þ
breaking effects that are present in nature. Section III C
includes the results of this investigation, which demonstrate
for the first time the SUð6Þ-symmetric nature of inter-
actions in the two-baryon channels (even at Nc ¼ 3), and
further point to an accidental SUð16Þ symmetry. Assuming
the SUð6Þ spin-flavor symmetry, predictions are made for
the leading LECs of the effective SUð3Þ-symmetric baryon-
baryon interactions. Future studies of the two-baryon
channels belonging to the 8S and 1 irreps are needed to
confirm these conclusions.
As the values of the parameters of QCD in this study
differ from those in nature, there is no direct connection
between the present results and phenomenology. However,
our work presents an exploration of a non-Abelian gauge
theory that is continuously connected to the strong-inter-
action sector of nature through the variation of the masses
of the light quarks. These calculations establish and verify
formal, numerical and algorithmic technologies that are
needed for future explorations of multi-baryon systems at
the physical values of the quark masses. Additionally, the
possibility of changing the parameters of QCD in LQCD
studies is itself a unique feature that has been shown to
reveal insights into the structure of QCD that would be
impossible to discover experimentally. Perhaps most
importantly, refinements of the chiral nuclear forces
requires calculations over a range of quark masses.
Nucleon-nucleon interactions are speculated to be finely
tuned in nature, and the calculations in this work test how
robust this fine tuning is with regard to changes in the quark
masses [55–58], investigations that are only possible with
LQCD. The first study of the unnaturalness of nucleon-
nucleon interactions using the same ensembles of gauge-
field configurations as in this work has already been
conducted in Ref. [21]. Here, this study is extended to
scattering channels involving hyperons. In addition, impor-
tant progress has been made recently in applying EFTs and
nuclear many-body techniques to extend the range of
predictions of QCD with mπ ≈ 806 MeV to heavier nuclei
[59–61], pointing to the ground state of 16O being likely
unbound [62]. Further investigations are needed to confirm
this result and study its implications on the periodic table of
nuclide at heavy quark masses. Such studies can be
extended to hyperon systems with the aid of the LQCD
results presented in this work, and will provide more insight
into the robustness of the properties of nuclear and hyper-
nuclear systems with respect to variations in the parameters
of QCD.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The
formalism required to analyze and interpret the numerical
results of this study is presented in Sec. II. In particular,
Sec. II A contains a summary of the method used to extract
the scattering amplitudes below the relevant inelastic
thresholds from LQCD energy eigenvalues, along with
discussions of the volume dependence of bound-state
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energies. Section II B summarizes the expectations of
SUð3Þ flavor symmetry for two-baryon channels, and
subsequent predictions for an extended SUð6Þ symmetry
present in the limit of large Nc. Details of the numerical
study and the results are presented in Sec. III. A summary
and conclusion follow in Sec. IV. The paper includes four
appendices: Appendix A presents more detail on the SUð3Þ
structure of baryon-baryon systems. Appendix B tabulates
the values of LO scattering amplitudes in mixed flavor
channels. Appendix C contains the full tables of the results
for energies and phase shifts. Finally, Appendix D is
devoted to examining the consistency checks of
Ref. [52], demonstrating the definitive presence of physical
bound states in the two-nucleon channels at this value of
the quark masses, and the source independence of the
results presented, contrary to the conclusions reached
in Ref. [52].
II. FORMALISM
The goal of the numerical calculations presented here is
to constrain scattering amplitudes in various baryon-baryon
channels. Scattering information is obtained from the
energy spectra of two baryons in a finite volume, and a
summary of Lüscher’s methodology for mapping finite-
volume energy eigenvalues to scattering amplitudes is
presented in this section. Signatures of bound states in
LQCD calculations of two-baryon spectra are further
discussed. This section also contains theoretical back-
ground relevant for scattering processes with SUð3Þ sym-
metry and the predictions of the large-Nc limit of QCD.
A. Two-baryon systems in a finite volume
and Lüscher’s methodology
Below all relevant inelastic thresholds, the interacting
energies of two particles in a finite volume determine the
scattering amplitudes through a direct mapping given by
Lüscher’s quantization condition (QC) [36,37]. This map-
ping is valid as long as the interactions have a finite range
that is contained inside the lattice volume. For typical
hadronic systems, the range of interactions is set by the
Compton wavelength of the pion. This gives rise to
corrections to the QC that are suppressed as e−mπL, where
L denotes the spatial extent of a cubic volume [63].
Two octet baryons can be in either a spin-singlet (1S0) or
a spin-triplet (coupled 3S1 − 3D1) state. However, states in a
finite cubic volume with periodic boundary conditions
cannot be characterized with well-defined angular-momen-
tum quantum numbers. As a consequence, the FV QC
mixes scattering amplitudes in all partial waves, preventing
the extraction of scattering parameters. At low energies,
however, only the lowest partial waves are expected to be
significant, and the QC can be truncated to a finite space.
Therefore, for two-baryon systems in a spin-singlet state, a
simple algebraic relation enables the S-wave scattering
phase shift, δS, to be accessed from the FV energy
eigenvalues at low energies,1
k cot δS ¼ 4πcd00ðk2;LÞ: ð2Þ
Here, k is the relative momentum of each baryon in the
center-of-mass (CM) frame and d denotes the total CM
momentum of the system in units of 2π=L. cdlmðk2;LÞ is a
kinematic function related to the three-dimensional zeta
function, Zdlm,
cdlmðk2;LÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4π
p
γL3

2π
L

l−2
Zdlm½1; ðkL=2πÞ2; ð3Þ
where γ ¼ E=E is the relativistic gamma factor, with E
and E denoting the total energy of two baryons in the lab
and CM frames, respectively [36–38,41,45,64,65]. Further,
Zdlm½s; x2 ¼
X
n
jrjlYl;mðrÞ
ðjrj2 − x2Þs ; ð4Þ
where, for two baryons with equal masses,
r ¼ 2πL γˆ−1ðn − 12dÞ. n denotes a triplet of integers and
γˆ−1 acting on a vector rescales the component of the vector
parallel to the boost vector by 1=γ while leaving the
perpendicular component intact. The zeta function in
Eq. (4) can be numerically evaluated most efficiently using
an equivalent exponential form [37,43,66]. For two-baryon
systems at the energies considered below, the relativistic
corrections due to the deviation of the γ factor from unity
are at the sub-percent level. As a result, for boost vectors
whose components (in units of 2π=L) are equal to each
other modulo a factor of 2, the corresponding QCs in
Eq. (2) are approximately the same. The other consequence
of the proximity to the nonrelativistic (NR) limit is that for
boost vectors of the form d ¼ ð2n1; 2n2; 2n3Þ, with each ni
being an integer, the leading contamination to the S-wave
QC arises from nonvanishing G-wave interactions, which
are expected to be suppressed relative to the S-wave
interactions. With boost vectors that do not take the above
form, the leading contamination arises from D-wave
interactions [45].
For two-baryon systems in a spin-triplet state at low
energies, the physical mixing between S and D partial
waves must be taken into account. A low-energy EFT of
two-baryon interactions suggests that the S-D mixing
parameter, ϵ, contributes to the low-energy expansion
of the scattering amplitude at the same order as the
effective range parameter, and may not be ignored [65].
1The S-wave scattering amplitude in the spin-singlet two-
baryon channel is
Ms ¼
4π
MBk
i
cot δS − i
: ð1Þ
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In the Blatt-Biedenharn parametrization of a coupled-
channel scattering amplitude [67], the mixing parameter
has an analytic expansion in energy near the bound-state
pole, and the scattering amplitude exhibits a simple con-
dition for the location of such a pole, cot δα ¼ i. Here, δα is
the counterpart of the S-wave phase shift of the barred
parametrization [68], which has a small D-wave admixture
as well. The Blatt-Biedenharn parametrization will be
adopted in this work for scattering in the spin-triplet
channels.
The mixing parameter, ϵ, adds an extra unknown to the
QC in the spin-triplet channels. Constraining this param-
eter, as discussed in Ref. [65], requires knowledge of the
spectra of two-baryon systems with the total spin aligned
both parallel and perpendicular to the boost vector, and
with boost momenta that have at least one component equal
to unity modulo 2 (in units of 2π=L). As not all distinct
orientations of total spin with respect to the boost momenta
are constructed in forming the correlation functions of spin-
triplet systems in this work, the ϵ parameter cannot be
constrained here for the spin-triplet channels. This also
implies that for boost vector d ¼ ð0; 0; 1Þ, the corrections to
the QC from the s-d mixing might be significant at the order
of low-energy EFT considered, and constraints on the α-
wave phase shift arising from a simple α-wave QC may be
contaminated. On the other hand, for boost vectors of the
form d ¼ ð2n1; 2n2; 2n3Þ, with each ni being an integer, in
particular for the (0,0,0) and (0,0,2) boost vectors that are
considered in this work, the α-wave QC,
k cot δα ¼ 4πcd00ðk2;LÞ; ð5Þ
is exact up to corrections from β-wave interactions.2 These
corrections are subleading at the order in the EFT consid-
ered below and will therefore be neglected. Given that this
QC is identical to the S-wave QC in the spin-singlet
channels, the s and α subscripts on the phase shifts will
be suppressed in the rest of this paper, as their assignment
should be clear from the channels under consideration.
Once the phase shifts are determined at several CM
energies, a low-energy parametrization of the scattering
amplitude as a function of energy, with only a few unknown
parameters, can be constrained over a given range of
energies. In the baryon-baryon channels well below the
t-channel cut, the most common parametrization is the
effective range expansion (ERE). For S-wave (α-wave)
interactions, the ERE is an expansion of the k cot δ
function in k2,
k cot δ ¼ − 1
a
þ 1
2
rk2 þ Pk4 þ    ; ð7Þ
where a, r and P are the scattering length, effective range
and the leading shape parameter, respectively. The ellipsis
denotes terms that are higher order in the momentum
expansion. Lüscher’s QC condition provides (up to expo-
nentially small volume corrections and discretization
effects) an exact constraint on the amplitude at correspond-
ing energies regardless of the complexities present in the
analytic structure of the amplitude below the inelastic
thresholds. It is the output of the QC that allows the
efficacy of given parametrizations of the amplitude to be
assessed. For example, although the ERE is guaranteed to
have a nonzero radius of convergence around k2 ¼ 0, the
convergence rate is not known a priori, and fits with higher
order terms in the ERE may be needed. With numerical
calculations for a range of momenta, the appropriateness of
a given truncation of the ERE must be carefully tested.
Lüscher’s QC contains information about possible bound
states in the system through an analytic continuation of the
condition to negative energies. In particular, it is straight-
forward to show that for k2 < 0, and for boost vectors of
the type d ¼ ð2n1; 2n2; 2n3Þ,
jkj ¼ κð∞Þ þ Z
2
L

6e−κ
ð∞ÞL þ 12ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p e−
ﬃﬃ
2
p
κð∞ÞL þ 8ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p e−
ﬃﬃ
3
p
κð∞ÞL

þO

e−2κ
ð∞ÞL
L

; ð8Þ
in the NR limit [42,65,69,70]. Here, κð∞Þ is the infinite-
volume binding momentum of the state and Z2 is the
residue of the scattering amplitude at the bound-state pole.
Note that the occurrence of negative k2 values in a system
in a finite volume is not necessarily an indication of a
bound state, and the movement of the state on the real
energy axis must be examined as function of volume,
according to the above form, to ascertain that the energy
(shift) remains in the negative region towards infinite
volume. Here, this will be referred to as a direct method
to obtain the binding energy. A crucial feature of calcu-
lations performed in this work is that two-baryon systems
are studied at multiple volumes in order to provide
unambiguous signatures for the existence of bound states
once negative-valued energy shifts are observed. In par-
ticular, for the largest volume used, with a spatial extent of
≈6.7 fm, the FV corrections to the infinite-volume binding
momenta are very small for the bound states in the 27, 10
and 8A irreps, see Sec. III C. Since the closed form of the
2In the Blatt-Biedenharn parametrization, the spin-triplet coupled-channel scattering amplitude is
Mα−β ¼
4π
MBk
 
cot δαcos2ϵþ cot δβsin2ϵ − i sin ϵ cos ϵðcot δα − cot δβÞ
sin ϵ cos ϵðcot δα − cot δβÞ cot δβcos2ϵþ cot δαsin2ϵ − i
!−1
: ð6Þ
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FV corrections to the binding momenta are known
[42,65,69,70], the significance of the terms that are dropped
from the expansion in Eq. (8) can be evaluated order
by order.
Another method of obtaining information about a bound
state is to first constrain the scattering amplitude and its
parametrization in terms of energy using Lüscher’s meth-
odology. An analytic continuation to negative energies then
allows the bound state energy to be obtained from the pole
location(s) of the scattering amplitude,
k cot δjk¼iκð∞Þ þ κð∞Þ ¼ 0: ð9Þ
Since this method involves an intermediate step to obtain
the binding energies, it is referred to here as an indirect
method. The advantages of this method are that it makes no
assumption about the suppression of higher-order expo-
nentials in the extrapolation form as in Eq. (8), and that it
provides information about the existence or absence of a
bound state even near threshold. The disadvantage of this
method is that it relies on a parametrization of the scattering
amplitude. Often, including additional parameters to
improve the goodness of the fit increases the uncertainty
of constraints on the location of the pole. Bound state(s)
extracted this way must be shown to be robust against
changes in the parameterization, and the scattering ampli-
tude at the bound state energy must be shown to satisfy
certain physical conditions. These features will become
more apparent in Sec. III C, where the determinations of the
binding energies in the various baryon-baryon channels are
discussed.
B. Two-baryon scattering with SUð3Þ flavor
symmetry and large-Nc predictions
The number of distinct FV spectra in the baryon-baryon
systems is dictated by the SUð3Þ flavor symmetry of the
present calculations. The flavor representation of two octet
baryons, each transforming in the 8 irrep of SUð3Þ, has a
decomposition of the form:
8 ⊗ 8 ¼ 27 ⊕ 10 ⊕ 10 ⊕ 8S ⊕ 8A ⊕ 1: ð10Þ
Flavor channels belonging to the totally symmetric irreps
27, 8S and 1 have a total spin equal to zero, while those
belonging to the totally antisymmetric irreps 10, 10 and 8A
have a total spin equal to one. The SUð3Þ classification of
the flavor channels is summarized in Appendix A for
reference. The use of interpolating operators that transform
under irreps of the SUð3Þ decomposition of the product of
two octet baryons allows for these distinct spectra to be
determined in a LQCD calculation. The two-baryon inter-
polating operators used in this study, however, transform
under the isospin subgroup of SUð3Þ, with strangeness
treated as a quantum number. As a result, the excited
spectra corresponding to the 8S and 1 irreps cannot be
rigorously determined unless multiple interpolating oper-
ators in flavor space are used to isolate the lowest-lying
states of the systems. For example, to obtain the energy
eigenvalues beyond the ground state in the 1 irrep, a matrix
of correlation functions in flavor space must be formed
from interpolating operators corresponding to spin-singlet
ΛΛ, 1ﬃﬃ
2
p ðΞ0nþ Ξ−pÞ and 1ﬃﬃ
3
p ðΣþΣ− þ Σ0Σ0 þ Σ−ΣþÞ
states, see Fig. 18. Since such a complete basis of operators
was not used to form the correlation functions [20], direct
constraints on scattering amplitudes in these two irreps
could not be obtained.3 On the other hand, the 27, 10, 10
and 8A irreps each contain at least one flavor channel that
does not suffer from mixing into other flavor channels. For
example, NNð1S0Þ, NNð3S1Þ, Σþpð3S1Þ and 1ﬃﬃ2p ðΞ0nþ
Ξ−pÞð3S1Þ can be used as the interpolating operators to
constrain the lowest-lying spectra of the 27, 10, 10 and 8A
irreps, respectively, as is evident from Figs. 17–18.
At low energies, the leading S-wave interactions of two
octet baryons can be described by a Lagrange density [53]
in a pionless EFT [72] of the form,
Lð0ÞBB ¼ −c1TrðB†i BiB†jBjÞ − c2TrðB†i BjB†jBiÞ
− c3TrðB†i B†jBiBjÞ − c4TrðB†i B†jBjBiÞ
− c5TrðB†i BiÞTrðB†jBjÞ − c6TrðB†i BjÞTrðB†jBiÞ:
ð11Þ
Here, B is the octet baryon matrix,
B ¼
2
666664
Σ0ﬃﬃ
2
p þ Λﬃﬃ
6
p Σþ p
Σ− − Σ0ﬃﬃ
2
p þ Λﬃﬃ
6
p n
Ξ− Ξ0 −
ﬃﬃ
2
3
q
Λ
3
777775; ð12Þ
where Roman indices on the B fields denote spin compo-
nents. The Savage-Wise (SW) coefficients c1;…; c6 can be
matched to scattering amplitudes at LO in a momentum
expansion. For natural interactions, i.e., when the scattering
length is comparable to the range of interactions, the
relationships between the scattering lengths and the SW
coefficients are presented in Ref. [53] for various baryon-
baryon channels. However, as is known in nature, and was
deduced previously for the heavy quark masses of this work
3The channel with the quantum numbers of ΛΛð1S0Þ in S-wave
exhibits a somewhat deep bound state [20]. As a result, there is a
sufficiently large gap to the second-lowest energy level that even
a single interpolating operator should obtain the ground-state
energy correctly. This becomes more challenging for closely-
spaced excited states that can only be constrained with multiple
interpolating operators. A very deeply bound H-dibaryon in
nature is conjectured to have significant cosmological conse-
quences [71].
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[21], the S-wave interactions in both two-nucleon channels
appear to be unnatural. The present investigation recon-
firms the unnatural nature of interactions in the two-
nucleon channels (belonging to the 27 and 10 irreps)
and further points to the similar feature in channels
belonging to the 10 and 8A irreps. For unnatural S-wave
interactions, the required power counting of the amplitude
is produced in the Kaplan, Savage and Wise [73,74] and
van Kolck [75] (KSW-vK) schemes. The relations of
Ref. [53] for unnatural scattering lengths in terms of
SUð3Þ coefficients c1;…; c6 become
−
1
að27Þ
þμ

−1
¼MB
2π
ðc1−c2þc5−c6Þ;
−
1
að10Þ
þμ

−1
¼MB
2π
ðc1þc2þc5þc6Þ;
−
1
að10Þ
þμ

−1
¼MB
2π
ð−c1−c2þc5þc6Þ;
−
1
að8AÞ
þμ

−1
¼MB
2π

3c3
2
þ3c4
2
þc5þc6

;
−
1
að8SÞ
þμ

−1
¼MB
2π

−
2c1
3
þ2c2
3
−
5c3
6
þ5c4
6
þc5−c6

;
−
1
að1Þ
þμ

−1
¼MB
2π

−
c1
3
þc2
3
−
8c3
3
þ8c4
3
þc5−c6

;
ð13Þ
whereMB denotes the baryon mass, and the ci coefficients
on the right-hand side are evaluated at the renormalization
scale μ. For natural interactions, the renormalization scale μ
is set equal to zero in the left-hand side of these equations,
corresponding to a tree-level expansion of the scattering
amplitude in these couplings.
The large-Nc limit has interesting consequences and
gives rise to further simplification of the interactions of two
baryons [54]. As argued in Ref. [54], in the limit of SUð2Þ
flavor symmetry, the interactions among two nucleons are
invariant under a spin-flavor SUð4Þ symmetry up to
corrections that scale as 1=N2c. Including the strange quarks
and in the limit of SUð3Þ flavor symmetry, interactions are
invariant under an SUð6Þ symmetry up to corrections that
scale as 1=Nc. Focusing on the latter case (which contains
the former case as a subgroup), it can be shown that there
are only two independent dimension-six SUð6Þ-symmetric
interactions of two octet baryons, with coefficients a and
b.4 These are expressed in terms of a baryon field that
transforms as a three-index symmetric tensor under SUð6Þ
[54]. The corresponding coefficients a and b can, once
again, be matched to the scattering amplitudes at LO in a
momentum expansion. For unnaturally large scattering
lengths, the SUð3Þ relations in Eqs. (13) become

−
1
að27Þ
þ μ

−1
¼ MB
2π

a −
b
27

þO

1
N2c

;
−
1
að10Þ
þ μ

−1
¼ MB
2π

a −
b
27

þO

1
N2c

;
−
1
að10Þ
þ μ

−1
¼ MB
2π

aþ 7b
27

þO

1
Nc

;
−
1
að8AÞ
þ μ

−1
¼ MB
2π

aþ b
27

þO

1
Nc

;
−
1
að8SÞ
þ μ

−1
¼ MB
2π

aþ b
3

þO

1
Nc

;
−
1
að1Þ
þ μ

−1
¼ MB
2π

a −
b
3

þO

1
Nc

; ð14Þ
where the coefficients on the right-hand side are evaluated
at the renormalization scale μ. For natural interactions, μ is
set equal to zero in the left-hand side of these equations,
corresponding to a tree-level expansion of the amplitudes in
these couplings. Note that the scattering lengths in channels
belonging to the 27 and 10 are the same up to 1=N2c
corrections. Recalling that the NNð1S0Þ and NNð3S1Þ states
belong to the 27 and 10 irreps, respectively, this equality is a
manifestation of the accidental SUð4Þ Wigner symmetry
[76], indicating that the spin-dependent S-wave NN inter-
action vanishes in the large-Nc limit [54,77]. Additionally, a
larger accidental symmetry of two-baryon interactions can
be realized in the limit where the a coefficient is ofOð1Þ or
larger while the b coefficient is of Oð1Þ or smaller. In this
case, the contributions from the b coefficient to the ampli-
tudes is suppressed relative to those of the a coefficient
through a numerical suppression observed in the b terms in
Eqs. (14). This results in an SUð16Þ symmetry of LO
interactions, with only one coefficient, a, to be constrained.
Observation of SUð6Þ spin-flavor symmetry and an
accidental SUð16Þ symmetry of nuclear and hypernuclear
forces, although at an unphysical value of the quark masses,
will be the first confirmation of the large-Nc QCD pre-
dictions in hyperon-nucleon and hyperon-hyperon systems.
Such investigation are presented in Sec. III C. Identifying
these spin-flavor symmetries, along with the theoretical
estimate of their violation, provides important constraints on
the hyperon-nucleon interactions that can be included in
calculations of finite density systems. It is important to note
that the calculations presented in this work exhibit an exact
SUð3Þ flavor symmetry, making the large-Nc predictions
above free of the SUð3Þ breaking contaminations that are
present in nature.
4The SUð6Þ coefficient “a” should not be confused with the
scattering length. In the following sections, the scattering length
carries a superscript denoting the irrep it corresponds to, while the
SUð6Þ coefficient a is left as is. In a few cases where the
subscripts on scattering lengths are omitted, these two letters can
be distinguished from the context. Similarly, the SUð6Þ coef-
ficient “b” should not be confused with the lattice spacing.
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III. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS
This section contains the main results of this paper.
These include the scattering phase shifts and the constraints
on the ERE parametrization of two-baryon channels
belonging to the 27, 10, 10 and 8A irreps of the SUð3Þ
decomposition of the product of two octet baryons, as well
as an investigation of spin-flavor symmetries of interactions
and a subsequent accidental symmetry predicted at large
Nc. The main inputs to the scattering amplitude determi-
nations are energy eigenvalues obtained from LQCD
calculations of correlation functions. Some of these ener-
gies have been previously presented in Refs. [20,21]. Here,
multiple analyses are performed to determine the ground
states and first excited states of two-baryon channels. The
extracted energies are found to be consistent with our
previous determinations.
A. Details of LQCD computations
The ensembles of gauge-field configurations and the two-
baryon correlation functions used in this work have pre-
viously been analyzed to obtain binding energies in two,
three and four-baryon systems [20], as well as low-energy
scattering phase shifts in two-nucleon systems [21].
Additionally, the same gauge-field configurations have been
used to study the magnetic structure of light nuclei [78–80]
and some of the simplest reactions in the few-nucleon
systems, such as the radiative capture process np → dγ
[81] and single and double-β decays [82–84]. Details of the
ensemble generation, as well as of the construction of the
nuclear correlation functions, have been presented in those
works, see for exampleRef. [20].Here, someof the technical
details are reviewed for completeness.
The gauge-field configurations were generated using a
tadpole-improved Lüscher-Weisz gauge action [85] and a
clover action for fermions [86]. The choice of stout smearing
and the tadpole-improved clover coefficient used in gen-
erating the gauge configurations alleviate discretization
effects to Oðb2Þ, where b denotes the lattice spacing.
This spacing is determined, from ϒ spectroscopy on these
ensembles, to be b ¼ 0.145ð2Þ fm, see Ref. [20] and
references therein. The physical spatial extents of these
ensembles are approximately 3.4 fm, 4.5 fm and 6.7 fm.
Throughout this paper, these ensembles will be referred to
as: 243 × 48, 323 × 48 and 483 × 64, respectively. The first
three dimensions refer to the spatial extent of the hypercubic
volume, L, while the last dimension refers to the temporal
extent, T, both in lattice units (l.u.). The configurations are
separated by ten Hybrid Monte Carlo evolution trajectories
to reduce autocorrelations, with the total number of con-
figurations used for each ensemble,Ncfg given in Table I. An
average of Nsrc measurements are performed on each
configuration. Various other properties of the ensembles
are listed inTable I. Given the largevalues ofT andL relative
to the inverse pionmass, both the thermal contamination and
the exponential finite-volume contamination of single-
hadron masses and two-baryon energies from pion propa-
gation through the boundaries are strongly suppressed.
Sources are smeared with a gauge-invariant Gaussian
profile with stout-smeared gauge links. The quark propa-
gators at the sink are either not smeared (smeared-point
combination, SP) or are smeared with the same smearing
profile as that of the source operators (smeared-smeared
combination, SS). The plateau regions of the effective mass
plots (EMPs) formed out of the SP and SS correlation
functions are found consistent in every case. Propagators
are contracted at the sink in blocks of three quarks to
assemble a baryon field with given quantum numbers at the
sink. In particular, the baryon blocks are projected to a fixed
three-momentum, enabling the two-baryon interpolators at
the sink to have either zero or nonzero CM momentum,
with various possibilities for the momentum of each
baryon. As the next step, a fully-antisymmetrized quark-
level wave function with overall quantum numbers of the
two-baryon system of interest is formed at the location of
the source. The contraction step is defined by the selection
of the appropriate indices from the baryon blocks at the
source, in a way that is dictated by the quark-level wave
function. More details regarding the contraction algorithm
for a general A-nucleon system are presented in Ref. [87]
(with a similar approach proposed in Refs. [88,89]). The
final products of the contraction step are two-baryon
correlation functions as a function of Euclidean time.
These correspond to a definite total momentum resulting
from several (nearly orthogonal) choices of baryon momen-
tum at the sink.
B. Analysis of correlation functions
To maximize confidence in the energy determinations
and their uncertainties, five different analysis procedures
were used, and the results obtained from each method were
found to be consistent. The statistical and fitting systematic
uncertainties on the final results are taken from one
analysis, with an additional systematic uncertainty added
TABLE I. The parameters of the gauge-field ensembles used in this work. See Ref. [20] for more details.
L3 × T β bmq b [fm] L [fm] T [fm] mπL mμT Ncfg Nsrc
243 × 48 6.1 −0.2450 0.1453(16) 3.4 6.7 14.3 28.5 3822 96
323 × 48 6.1 −0.2450 0.1453(16) 4.5 6.7 19.0 28.5 3050 72
483 × 64 6.1 −0.2450 0.1453(16) 6.7 9 28.5 38.0 1905 54
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to account for the small variations between the five
analyses.
The correlation function of a single or two-baryon system,
projected to the total momentum 2πd=L, can be written as
COˆ;Oˆ0 ðτ;dÞ ¼
X
x
e2πid·x=Lh0jOˆ0ðx; τÞOˆ†ð0; 0Þj0i
¼ Z00Z†0e−E
ð0Þτ þ Z01Z†1e−E
ð1Þτ þ    ; ð15Þ
where Z (Z0) denotes the overlap of the interpolating
operator Oˆ (Oˆ0) onto the corresponding eigenstates of the
system, with subscripts “0” and “1” referring to the ground
state and the first excited state, respectively. Eð0Þ and Eð1Þ
denote the ground and excited-state energies, respectively,
and the ellipsis denotes contributions from additional
higher-energy states. In principle, these correlation
functions can be used to obtain the tower of energy
eigenvalues of the system in a finite volume. In practice,
a reliable determination of even the few lowest-lying
energies is challenging. Since only a single source operator
and two different sink operators were used for any given
momentum configuration, it is not possible to use a
Hermitian variational approach here. Nonetheless, given
the exponential form in Eq. (15), it is clear that a linear
combination of the two correlation functions can be used to
remove the excited-state contamination of the lowest lying
state at earlier times. Various realizations of this approach
are the Matrix Prony [90,91] and the GPoF [92–94]
methods. Alternatively, a correlated χ-squared function
can be formed to fit directly to single or two-exponential
forms, with the correlations both in time and between the
different source and sink structures accounted for. As
another alternative, the effective energy function defined as
FIG. 1. The single-baryon EMPs for the SP (blue) and SS (pink) source-sink combinations. The center and right panels present the
same EMPs as in the left panel, rescaled to focus on the plateau region. The bands correspond to a correlated single-exponential fit to the
SP and SS correlation functions, and obtain the mass of the baryon,MB. The inner bands represent the statistical uncertainty of the fits,
while the outer bands correspond to the statistical and systematic uncertainties combined in quadrature. The systematic uncertainty
encompasses the variation of the fit window, as described in the text, with the longest time interval considered shown in the plots. The
additional systematic resulting from multiple analyses is included in the bands. All quantities are expressed in lattice units (l.u.).
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COˆ;Oˆ0 ðτ;d;τJÞ¼
1
τJ
log

COˆ;Oˆ0 ðτ;dÞ
COˆ;Oˆ0 ðτþ τJ;dÞ

!τ→∞Eð0Þ; ð16Þ
can be fit to a constant at late times to obtain the ground-state
energy, Eð0Þ. τJ in Eq. (16) is a nonzero integer. A detailed
account of various analysis techniques employed herein has
been presented in Ref. [90]. While the results and the plots
corresponding to a single analysis are presented below, a
systematic uncertainty accounting for the small variation
among the energies from different analyses is incorporated
in the numbers that are reported.
Statistical uncertainties were obtained for each analysis
technique using bootstrap or jackknife procedures. The
systematic uncertainty in each analysis includes a fitting
uncertainty obtained by allowing the fit region to vary
within an acceptable window. Representative fits obtained
from the primary analysis are shown in the EMPs in
Figs. 1–5. These correspond to the largest fit intervals
with a χ2=d:o:f ∼ 1 in each case.
The central values and uncertainties in the masses of the
octet baryon obtained in this manner for all ensembles are
overlaid with the SP (SS) EMPs in the center (right) panels
FIG. 2. The EMPs of two baryons at rest (upper panel) and with d ¼ ð0; 0; 2Þ (lower panel) in the 27 irrep for the SP (blue) and SS
(pink) source-sink combinations (the upper panel of each segment), as well as the EMP (the lower panel of each segment) corresponding
to the ratio of the SS two-baryon correlation function and the square of the SS single-baryon correlation function. The bands correspond
to one-exponential fits to the SS/SS correlation function ratios and obtain the energy shift ΔE ¼ EBB − 2MB. The inner bands represent
the statistical uncertainty of the fits, while the outer bands correspond to the statistical and systematic uncertainties combined in
quadrature. The systematic uncertainty encompasses the variation of the fit window, as described in the text, with the longest time
interval considered shown in the plots. The additional systematic resulting from multiple analyses is included in the bands. All quantities
are expressed in lattice units (l.u.).
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of Fig. 1. Both the SP and SS EMPs are additionally shown
at a larger scale in the left panels. The extracted values of
the baryon mass at each volume are given in Table IX in
Appendix C. The masses extracted for the three different
ensembles agree within uncertainties, as expected from the
large values of mπL in this calculation, and the infinite-
volume value of the mass is taken to be the mass extracted
for the largest ensemble, MB ¼ 1.2025ð8Þð3Þ in lattice
units (l.u.).
The upper panels of each segment in Figs. 2–5 show the
EMPs of the two-baryon systems for both the SP and SS
correlation functions. The ground-state energy associated
with each correlation function is determined as described
above. However, the quantity that is of most interest in
two-baryon channels is the shift in the energy of the system
resulting from two-body interactions. The energy of two
free baryons at rest, 2MB, can be subtracted from the two-
baryon energies in a correlated manner to extract this small
energy shift. Another approach that retains the correlations
between the single and two-baryon correlations functions,
thus reducing the statistical noise, is to form the ratio
Rðτ;dÞ ¼
COˆBB;Oˆ0BBðτ;dÞ
½COˆB;OˆB 0 ðτ; 0Þ2
¼ A1e−ðE
ð0Þ
BB−2MBÞτ ×
1þA2e−ðE
ð1Þ
BB−E
ð0Þ
BBÞτ þ   
½1þA3e−ðE
ð1Þ
B −MBÞτ þ   2
:
ð17Þ
FIG. 3. The EMPs of two baryons at rest (upper panel) and with d ¼ ð0; 0; 2Þ (lower panel) in the 10 irrep for the SP (blue) and SS
(pink) source-sink combinations (the upper panel of each segment), as well as the EMP (the lower panel of each segment) corresponding
to the ratio of the two-baryon correlation function and the square of the single-baryon correlation function, the former with the SP (or SS
as indicated) and the latter with the SS source-sink combinations. The bands correspond to one-exponential fits to the SP/SS (or SS/SS
as indicated) ratios of correlation functions and obtain the energy shifts ΔE ¼ EBB − 2MB. See the caption of Fig. 2 for more details.
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Here, OˆB and OˆB
0 (OˆBB and OˆBB
0 ) are interpolating operators
for the single(two)-baryon system and A1, A2 and A3 are
known ratios of overlap factors of given states. At late times
when the exponential factors in both the numerator and the
denominator of the ratio on the right-hand side of Eq. (17)
are negligible compared with unity, a fit to a single
exponential can be performed at large times, following
the analysis steps described above, to obtain the energy shift
ΔE≡ Eð0ÞBB − 2MB. The effective energy-shift function asso-
ciated with the ratio in Eq. (17) can be defined as
Rðτ;d; τJÞ ¼
1
τJ
log

Rðτ;dÞ
Rðτ þ τJ;dÞ

!τ→∞ΔE : ð18Þ
Given the form of Rðτ;dÞ, flat behavior of Rðτ;d; τJÞ in
time is not a sufficient indicator that the functionRðτ;dÞ is a
single exponential. The values of overlap ratios in the
numerator and the denominator in Eq. (17) may conspire
to give rise to flat behavior, despite neither the single-baryon
nor the two-baryon systems being in their respective ground
states. As a result, in fitting the quantity Rðτ;dÞ, none of the
fit intervals must begin earlier than the beginning of the
single-exponential regions in the single-baryon and two-
baryon EMPs.
In principle, two-baryon correlation functions contain
spectral information beyond ground-state energies.
Although this study did not use a large basis of operators,
physical intuition regarding the differing nature of bound
FIG. 4. The EMPs of two baryons at rest (upper panel) and with d ¼ ð0; 0; 2Þ (lower panel) in the 10 irrep for the SP (blue) and SS
(pink) source-sink combinations (the upper panel of each segment), as well as the EMP (the lower panel of each segment) corresponding
to the ratio of the two-baryon correlation function and the square of the single-baryon correlation function, the former with the SP and
the latter with the SS source-sink combinations. The bands correspond to one-exponential fits to the SP/SS ratio of correlation functions
and obtain the energy shifts ΔE ¼ EBB − 2MB. See the caption of Fig. 2 for more details.
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and scattering states of a two-baryon system suggested
constructing not only the two-baryon operators that inter-
polate to two baryons at rest or in motion with equal
velocity, but also those that interpolate to two baryons with
relative back-to-back momenta. While the former can have
significant overlap onto a compact state in a finite volume
(corresponding to a bound state in infinite volume), they are
not optimal interpolators for states corresponding to the
scattering states of infinite volume. This results in corre-
lation functions that are dominated by the ground state after
a short time interval. On the other hand, interpolators with
back-to-back momenta appear to predominantly overlap
with states with positive energy shifts in the volume, and
are almost orthogonal to the operators of the first type. The
quality of plateaus in the EMPs with both types of
interpolators was found to be comparable, suggesting that
each set primarily overlaps onto one state and not the other.
This allows the first excited states of the two-baryon
systems to be extracted using the simplest back-to-back
momentum configurations for baryons. The only exception
is for the 483 × 64 ensemble, where the splitting between
the energy levels of the systems is small (being comparable
to the uncertainties in the energies) and it cannot be
established that the first excited state is only minimally
mixed into the nearby ground state. As a result, while for
the smaller volumes two energy levels are extracted, for the
FIG. 5. The EMPs of two baryons at rest (upper panel) and with d ¼ ð0; 0; 2Þ (lower panel) in the 8A irrep for the SP (blue) and SS
(pink) source-sink combinations (the upper panel of each segment), as well as the EMP (the lower panel of each segment) corresponding
to the ratio of the two-baryon correlation function and the square of the single-baryon correlation function, the former with the SP and
the latter with the SS source-sink combinations. The bands correspond to one-exponential fits to the SP/SS ratios of correlation functions
and obtain the energy shifts ΔE ¼ EBB − 2MB. See the caption of Fig. 2 for more details.
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483 × 64 ensemble only the ground-state energies are
reported.
The upper panels in each segment in Figs. 2–5 include
not only the lowest-lying state, but also the second lowest-
lying state of the two-baryon systems obtained from the
correlation functions with back-to-back momenta. The
lower panels of each segment show EMPs corresponding
to the quantity R for the SS or SP (depending on the
channel) correlation functions, as defined in Eq. (18). The
same quantity can be constructed for the correlation
functions that project to the first excited state, with
ΔE ¼ Eð1ÞBB − 2MB. In the 27 irrep, both the fit to the SP
correlation function and a correlated fit to both the SP and
SS correlation functions exhibited consistent plateaus, but
the fit to the SS/SS correlation function ratio was found
most precise. Similarly, in other irreps, fits to the SP/SS and
SS/SS correlation function ratios, as well as a correlated fit
to both of these ratios, were performed and the fit
corresponding to the least uncertainty was selected, as is
indicated in Figs. 3–5. The energy shifts and their uncer-
tainties are denoted as horizontal bands in the R plots, and
are compiled for all two-baryon channels studied in this
work in Fig. 6. The corresponding values are tabulated in
Tables X–XIII of Appendix C for reference.
Recently, there have been criticisms by Iritani et al. [95–
97] questioning the extraction of energy eigenvalues from
the late-time behavior of correlation functions, and meth-
ods for identification of energies such as those used here.
These authors present an example of two-nucleon corre-
lation functions that exhibit a considerable mismatch in the
FIG. 6. The shifts in the energy of the two-baryon systems in the 27, 10, 10 and 8A irreps from that of two noninteracting baryons at
rest in the three lattice volumes, i.e., ΔE ¼ EBB − 2MB. Energies are expressed in lattice units (l.u.). Different columns correspond to
different volumes and boosts, as indicated.
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location of the naive plateaus in the EMPs when different
source and sink operators are used (namely locally-smeared
and wall sources). However, as is shown by the PACS-CS
collaboration [98], such a mismatch disappears once both
the single-nucleon and the two-nucleon systems are required
to be in their ground states. The failure of wall sources to
overlap well onto the ground state at early times is a well-
known problem, and has no bearing on the results reported
by other groups using more optimal sources, such as those
used in this work. Indeed, the quality of plateaus in the two-
baryon systems are comparable to those of the single-
nucleon system in the present study, demonstrating that
the ground state (and the first excited state) of these systems
can be obtained efficiently, with the results from two
different source-sink combinations being fully consistent.
Another argument to consider when assessing the
criticisms by Iritani et al. regarding the occurrence of
so-called “mirage plateaus” in two-baryon systems follows
from observations of the volume dependence of the
correlation functions. Figure 7 shows the EMPs in each
of the two-baryon channels studied in this work in the three
different lattice volumes. Volume dependence is clearly
visible in states identified as scattering states. No signifi-
cant volume dependence is observed for the lowest-lying
state, strongly supporting the hypothesis that the ground
state in these channels is a bound state. If the plateaus
observed for the lowest-lying state are to be identified as
“mirages” (that is, if the systems do not exhibit bound
ground states), such fake plateaus could only result from
cancellations between the FV states above the two-baryon
FIG. 7. A comparison of the SS EMPs of two-baryon channels at rest belonging to the four irreps, 27, 10, 10 and 8A, for the lowest-
lying states (n ¼ 1) in the lattice volumes L ¼ 24 l.u. (dark magenta), L ¼ 32 l.u. (dark blue) and L ¼ 48 l.u. (green) in the left panels,
and for the second lowest-lying states (n ¼ 2) in the lattice volumes L ¼ 24 l.u. (dark magenta) and L ¼ 32 l.u. (dark blue) in the right
panels. The points from different volumes in the panels on the left have been slightly shifted in the time direction for display purposes.
The light-blue band corresponds to twice the mass of the baryon and its uncertainty in the 323 × 48 ensemble. Quantities are expressed
in lattice units (l.u.).
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threshold that contribute to the correlation function with
opposites signs, and whose contributions depend upon the
source structures. The spectrum of these states changes
rapidly with power-law scaling as the volume is increased,
in contrast with an exponential scaling for a compact state.
In order for the “mirage plateaus” to be nearly coincident
over the large range of volumes considered here,
V ¼ 39–300 fm3, the linear combination of states would
also have to change very rapidly, and in a finely-tuned
manner, in order to keep the plateau regions approximately
volume independent. As the employed sources are volume
independent and compact on the scale of all the spatial
volumes, such behavior is exceedingly unlikely. There is no
indication that the values of the ground-state energies in the
two-baryon correlation functions scale as a power-law with
the volume, and any multi-level model of these correlation
functions with the exclusion of one or more possible bound
state(s) fails to reproduce the behavior shown in Fig. 7.
In summary, the results of the present work are consistent
with the correlation functions in each of two-baryon
channels relaxing into a bound state at late times, with
their binding energies determined in the next section. In
addition to the issue of “mirage plateaus”, Iritani et al.
question the validity of the scattering amplitudes arising
from various spectral studies, but their conclusions have no
bearing on the current results as is shown in Appendix D
(see also Ref. [99]).
C. Results and discussions
In this section, the results for the LQCD spectra will be
used to: (1) obtain the S-wave5 scattering amplitudes,
explicitly the k cot δ function, at low energies, (2) constrain
the ERE parametrization of the scattering amplitudes,
(3) determine bound states and their binding energies,
(4) examine the naturalness of S-wave baryon-baryon
interactions, and (5) provide constraints on the leading
SUð3Þ-symmetric interactions and well as the leading
SUð6Þ-symmetric interactions in the limit of large Nc.
1. k cot δ function
Given the ten FV energy eigenvalues determined in the
previous section for each two-baryon channel, each scatter-
ing amplitude can be constrained at ten kinematic points via
Lüscher’s QCs, Eqs. (2) and (5). In the NR limit, the CM
energy eigenvalues corresponding to a two-baryon system
at rest must be identical to that of the system in motion with
two units of momentum in one Cartesian direction (the
direction of total spin in a spin-triplet system) [45].
Therefore, two sets of energy eigenvalues obtained from
d ¼ ð0; 0; 0Þ and d ¼ ð0; 0; 2Þ measurements on the
same ensemble do not provide constraints on scattering
amplitude at distinct kinematic points. Nonetheless, given
that these are obtained from separate sets of measurements
(they are different Fourier projections of correlation func-
tions with the same interpolating operators), including both
sets in the analysis leads to better constraints on the
scattering parameters and the binding energies.
The S-wave scattering amplitude of the two-baryon
channels with d ¼ ð0; 0; 0Þ and d ¼ ð0; 0; 2Þ belonging to
the 27 irrep, e.g.,NNð1S0Þ, is parametrized by a single phase
shift, whose value can be constrained at a given CM
momentum using the QC in Eq. (2), up to contaminations
from G-wave interactions that are neglected. The resulting
k cot δ function is shown in Fig. 8 for the ten energy
eigenvalues obtained in the previous section. The figure
includes the corresponding 2ﬃﬃ
π
p
LZ
d
00½1; ðkL=2πÞ2 functions
from which k cot δ is obtained, see Eqs. (2) and (3) with
l ¼ m ¼ 0. The ð−
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−k2
p
Þ function, whose intersection
with k cot δ determines the location of the bound state pole
in the amplitude [see Eq. (1)], is also shown in Fig. 8.
For the spin-triplet channels NNð3S1Þ, NΣð3S1Þ and
1ﬃﬃ
2
p ðΞ0nþ Ξ−pÞð3S1Þ associated with the 10, 10 and 8A
irreps, respectively, additional mixing into the D-wave in
anticipated. As discussed in Sec. II A, in the Blatt-
Biedenharn parametrization, and with the boost vectors
d ¼ ð0; 0; 0Þ and d ¼ ð0; 0; 2Þ, the α-wave phase shift can
be constrained at a given CM momentum using the QC in
Eq. (5), up to negligible contaminations from β-wave
interactions. The resulting k cot δ functions are plotted
in Fig. 8 for the ten energy eigenvalues obtained in the
previous section in each of these channels.
2. Effective range expansion parameters
Below the start of the t-channel cut, the k cot δ function
for the S-wave (α-wave) amplitude is anticipated to be well
described by an ERE, see Eq. (7). Assuming that the pion is
the lightest hadron exchanged between the baryons at this
value of the quark masses, the t-channel cut starts at jk2j ¼
m2π=4 ≈ 0.088 l.u., considerably higher than the jk2j values
obtained from the FV spectra in all channels. The con-
strained values of k cot δ as a function of k2 can thus be fit
by two and three-parameter forms in each of the two-
baryon channels, and the resulting fit bands are shown in
Figs. 9–12. The k cot δ values at the ten kinematic points
considered here are also shown. Note that the vertical and
horizontal error bars are displayed for simplicity and do not
reflect the strongly correlated distributions of the k cot δ
and k2 results. The precise form of the uncertainties are
those shown in Fig. 8. In all channels, a two-parameter ERE
describes the data well. The three-parameter ERE fits
provide only small improvements in the values of
χ2=d:o:f of the fits, with the resulting scattering lengths
and effective ranges being consistent with those of the two-
parameter fit but with larger uncertainties. The values of the
inverse scattering lengths and effective ranges from the two
5The term S-wave is collectively used to refer to S-wave in
spin-singlet channels and α-wave in spin-triplet channels.
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FIG. 8. k cot δ values in the two-baryon channels belonging to the four irreps 27, 10, 10 and 8A, obtained by solving Eq. (2) at the
corresponding values of the square of the CMmomentum of the two baryons, k2. The functions on the left-hand side of this equation for
l ¼ m ¼ 0, i.e., 2ﬃﬃ
π
p
LZ
d
00½1; ðkL=2πÞ2, are also shown at the corresponding volumes and CM boost momenta. The thick points cover the
statistical uncertainty in the results, while the thin points cover the statistical and systematic uncertainties combined in quadrature.
Quantities are expressed in lattice units (l.u.).
FIG. 9. k cot δ versus the square of the CMmomentum of the two baryons, k2, in the 27 irrep. The bands represent fits to the two and
three-parameter EREs. Quantities are expressed in lattice units (l.u.).
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and three-parameter fits, as well as the shape parameters
from the three-parameter fits, are listed in Table II. The fit
parameters are correlated, with their best values described
by a multidimensional confidence ellipsoid. The 68% and
98% confidence ellipses from the two-parameter ERE are
shown in Fig. 13, with the values of the center of the
ellipses, their semi-minor and semi-major axes, as well as
the slope of the semimajor axis of each ellipse listed in
Table XIV of Appendix C.
The values of the inverse scattering lengths and effective
ranges of the two-parameter EREs that are tabulated in
Table II in lattice units can be expressed in physical units:
27 irrep∶ a−1 ¼ 0.44ðþ4Þðþ8Þð−5Þð−8Þ fm−1; r¼ 1.04ðþ10Þðþ18Þð−10Þð−18Þ fm;
ð19Þ
10 irrep∶ a−1 ¼ 0.63ðþ6Þðþ10Þð−5Þð−11Þ fm−1;
r ¼ 0.70ðþ16Þðþ12Þð−2Þð−20Þ fm; ð20Þ
10 irrep∶ a−1 ¼ 0.16ðþ15Þðþ6Þð−13Þð−6Þ fm−1;
r ¼ 1.74ðþ36Þðþ34Þð−16Þð−48Þ fm; ð21Þ
8A irrep∶ a−1 ¼ 0.88ðþ8Þðþ14Þð−7Þð−14Þ fm−1;
r ¼ 0.50ðþ10Þðþ14Þð−6Þð−14Þ fm: ð22Þ
The numbers in the first and second parentheses denote,
respectively, the statistical uncertainty, and the systematic
uncertainty propagated from the corresponding uncertain-
ties in the energies. The uncertainty in the lattice spacing is
FIG. 10. k cot δ versus the square of the CM momentum of the two baryons, k2, in the 10 irrep. The bands represent fits to the two
and three-parameter EREs. Quantities are expressed in lattice units (l.u.).
FIG. 11. k cot δ versus the square of the CM momentum of the two baryons, k2, in the 10 irrep. The bands represent fits to the two
and three-parameter EREs. Quantities are expressed in lattice units (l.u.).
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small compared with other uncertainties. Although these
calculations have been performed for heavy quark masses
at the flavor-symmetric point and without QED inter-
actions, it is still interesting to compare these parameters
with those in nature. While constraints on hyperon-nucleon
and hyperon-hyperon scattering are not precise enough for
a useful comparison, there exist precise determinations
of nucleon-nucleon scattering parameters at low energies.
In particular, the experimental values of the nn and npð3S1Þ
S-wave scattering lengths and effective ranges are
nn a−1phys: ≈ −0.05 fm−1; rphys: ≈ 2.75 fm; ð23Þ
npð3S1Þ a−1phys: ≈ 0.18 fm−1; rphys: ≈ 1.75 fm; ð24Þ
which should be compared with the scattering parameters
in the 27 and 10 irreps above, respectively. It is observed
that the ranges of interactions in both channels, as char-
acterized by the effective range parameters, are larger in
nature than they are in the present work with heavier quark
masses. Furthermore, the scattering lengths are smaller in
this calculation than they are in nature. A more in-depth
discussion of these parameters, in particular with regard to
the unnaturalness of interactions and their spin-flavor
symmetries, will be presented in Secs. III C 4 and III C 6.
3. Bound states and binding energies
There is clear evidence for the existence of a bound state
in each of the channels belonging to the 27, 10 and 8A irreps
of the SUð3Þ decomposition of the product of two octet
baryons. First, as the volume is increased, the ground-state
energies of two-baryon systems converge to a negatively-
shifted energy far away from the two-particle threshold.
Second, the analytic continuation of the amplitudes in these
channels is consistent with the presence of a pole in the
amplitude for k2 < 0, as is evident from the intersection of
the ERE bands with the ð−
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−k2
p
Þ function in Figs. 9, 10
and 12. The location of this intersection determines the
square of the binding momentum in these channels.
However, given the uncertainties in the ERE fits, the
infinite-volume extrapolation of negatively-shifted energies
leads to a more precise determination of the binding
FIG. 12. k cot δ versus the square of the CM momentum of the two baryons, k2, in the 8A irrep. The bands represent fits to the two
and three-parameter EREs. Quantities are expressed in lattice units (l.u.).
TABLE II. The values of the inverse scattering length, a−1, effective range, r, and the first shape parameter, P, from fits to the two-
parameter (NERE ¼ 2) and three-parameter (NERE ¼ 3) EREs, in channels belonging to the four different irreps.
Scattering parameter NERE 27 irrep 10 irrep 10 irrep 8A irrep
a−1 [l.u.] 2 0.064ðþ7Þðþ12Þð−6Þð−13Þ 0.095
ðþ4Þðþ17Þ
ð−12Þð−12Þ 0.023
ðþ8Þðþ22Þ
ð−16Þð−16Þ 0.128
ðþ7Þðþ22Þ
ð−12Þð−20Þ
3 0.068ðþ15Þðþ28Þð−16Þð−28Þ 0.103
ðþ15Þðþ29Þ
ð−18Þð−28Þ 0.039
ðþ20Þðþ41Þ
ð−28Þð−36Þ 0.112
ðþ8Þðþ35Þ
ð−19Þð−31Þ
r [l.u.] 2 7.2ðþ0.7Þðþ1.2Þð−0.7Þð−1.2Þ 4.8
ðþ1.0Þðþ1.0Þ
ð−0.1Þð−1.4Þ 11.9
ðþ2.5Þðþ2.3Þ
ð−1.2Þð−3.2Þ 3.4
ðþ0.6Þðþ1.0Þ
ð−0.4Þð−1.1Þ
3 7.0ðþ1.0Þðþ1.7Þð−0.9Þð−1.8Þ 4.9
ðþ1.0Þðþ1.1Þ
ð−0.2Þð−1.5Þ 10.0
ðþ4.0Þðþ4.6Þ
ð−3.0Þð−5.3Þ 2.0
ðþ0.6Þðþ2.7Þ
ð−1.7Þð−2.2Þ
P [l.u.] 3 9ðþ23Þðþ47Þð−26Þð−45Þ 15
ðþ26Þðþ43Þ
ð−19Þð−46Þ 46
ðþ45Þðþ110Þ
ð−60Þð−103Þ −29ðþ9Þðþ51Þð−31Þð−42Þ
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energies. With energies determined in three volumes, a
controlled extrapolation to infinite volume is possible in
the present work. Fitting to the truncated form of the FV
QC for negative k2 values, Eq. (8), the infinite-volume
binding momenta, κð∞Þ, can be obtained in each channel.
These results are presented in Table III for measurements
with d ¼ ð0; 0; 0Þ and (0,0,2), with complete agreement
seen between the two determinations. The bootstrap sam-
ples of extracted κð∞Þ values from each case can be
combined to obtain a conservative estimate of the binding
momenta and their uncertainties, given in the last row of
Table III. The omitted terms in the truncated form in Eq. (8)
are negligible as e−
ﬃﬃ
3
p
κð∞ÞL is at most ∼10−3 for the channels
belonging to the 27, 10 and 8A irreps. The stability of the
extracted binding momenta has been verified by excluding
lower-order terms and by adding higher-order terms to
the fits.
Table III also includes the κð∞Þ values for the channels
belonging to the 10 irrep. As is seen from Fig. 11, the
ground-state energy in the largest volume is close to
threshold. Nonetheless, assuming that there is a bound
state in this channel, a determination of κð∞Þ based on the fit
to Eq. (8) is fully consistent with the ground-state energies
at the largest volume, as well as with the location of the
pole in the scattering amplitude. From these results, the
existence of a bound state in the 10 irrep cannot be
confirmed or excluded with statistical significance.
Future calculations with higher statistics are needed in
order to draw robust conclusions about the nature of the
ground state in the 10 irrep.
TABLE III. The infinite-volume binding momenta for bound states in channels belonging to different irreps at the SUð3Þ flavor-
symmetric point. These results are obtained by fitting negative k2 values in Tables X–XIII for d ¼ ð0; 0; 0Þ and d ¼ ð0; 0; 2Þ with the
extrapolation formula in Eq. (8), as well as using a combined fit to both sets of values.
Quality 27 irrep 10 irrep 10 irrep 8A irrep
κð∞Þ [l.u.]: d ¼ ð0; 0; 0Þ 0.1309ðþ59Þðþ68Þð−42Þð−72Þ 0.1498ðþ76Þðþ43Þð−42Þð−72Þ 0.073ðþ10Þðþ14Þð−18Þð−52Þ 0.1870ðþ25Þðþ65Þð−42Þð−85Þ
κð∞Þ [l.u.]: d ¼ ð0; 0; 2Þ 0.1382ðþ65Þðþ85Þð−54Þð−95Þ 0.1582ðþ68Þðþ59Þð−65Þð−86Þ 0.080ðþ10Þðþ15Þð−17Þð−33Þ 0.1913ðþ29Þðþ56Þð−35Þð−70Þ
κð∞Þ [l.u.] 0.1344ðþ64Þðþ86Þð−75Þð−60Þ 0.1542
ðþ86Þðþ62Þ
ð−70Þð−69Þ 0.075
ðþ11Þðþ15Þ
ð−17Þð−51Þ 0.1889
ðþ47Þðþ58Þ
ð−41Þð−73Þ
FIG. 13. The 68% (red) and 99% (green) confidence ellipses (C.E.) corresponding to the full uncertainty (statistical and systematic
combined in quadrature) of the inverse scattering length and effective range in channels belonging to each of the four irreps as denoted in
the label of the plots.
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In physical units, the binding energies of these states are
27 irrep∶ B ¼ 20.6ðþ1.8Þð−2.4Þ ðþ2.8Þð−1.6Þ MeV; ð25Þ
10 irrep∶ B ¼ 27.9ðþ3.1Þð−2.3Þ ðþ2.2Þð−1.4Þ MeV; ð26Þ
10 irrep∶ B ¼ 6.7ðþ3.3Þð−1.9Þ ðþ1.8Þð−6.2Þ MeV; ð27Þ
8A irrep∶ B ¼ 40.7ðþ2.1Þð−3.2Þ ðþ2.4Þð−1.4Þ MeV; ð28Þ
where B ¼ −2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−κð∞Þ2 þM2B
q
þ 2MB. Again, the first
uncertainty is statistical and the second uncertainty encom-
passes both a fitting uncertainty and an uncertainty encod-
ing variation among multiple analyses. The uncertainty in
the lattice spacing is small compared with other uncertain-
ties. These binding energies are consistent with our
previous determination in Refs. [20,21], and with the
binding energies obtained on the same ensembles of
gauge-field configurations in Ref. [100] for the ground
states of the two-nucleon channels in the 27 and 10 irreps.
4. S-wave baryon-baryon interactions and naturalness
Interactions are considered unnatural if they give rise to
some characteristic length scale of the system that is much
larger than their range. There are at least two measures to
assess naturalness in a two-particle system. For scattering
states at low energies, scattering length defines a character-
istic length scale, and the range of interactions can be
approximated by the effective range. As an example,
S-wave interactions in the spin-singlet and spin-triplet
two-nucleon channels in nature produce effective range
to scattering length ratios, r=a, that are ≈ − 0.14 and
≈0.32, respectively. This indicates that both channels are
unnatural, particularly the spin-singlet channel. When
interactions support a bound state, another characteristic
length scale of the two-particle system is the inverse of the
binding momentum, which defines an intrinsic size for
the bound state. Considering the exchange of the pion to be
the dominant contribution to the long-range part of effective
interactions among two nucleons, the ratio of the binding
momentum to the pion mass provides another measure of
unnaturalness of interactions. In nature, jκj=mπ ≈ 0.07 and
0.33 for the di-neutron and deuteron, respectively, again
indication that both channels are unnatural.6 One may ask
whether this is a generic property of QCD with any value
of the quark masses or if naturalness is strongly sensitive
to the input parameters of QCD. High sensitivity would
suggest that the properties of two-nucleon interactions in
nature require fine tuning of the quark masses. It is
interesting to ask if a similar feature is observed for
interactions involving hyperons. Such questions can be
partially addressed using the results obtained in the
previous sections for the scattering parameters and binding
momenta of two-baryon systems at the heavy quark
masses used in this calculation.
The ratios of the scattering lengths to effective ranges
obtained from both the two and three-parameter ERE fits
are shown in Table IV for the 27, 10, 10 and 8A two-baryon
channels. Interestingly, these ratios are universally consis-
tent with ∼0.5within uncertainties, a feature that points to a
spin-flavor symmetry of interactions as will be discussed in
Sec. III C 6 (see also Ref. [21]). This value indicates that all
channels are governed by S-wave interactions that are only
slightly less unnatural than those in the spin-triplet two-
nucleon system in nature. This also implies that the S-wave
interactions in a spin-singlet two-nucleon state undergo a
more dramatic change as a function of the quark masses
and appear more finely tuned in nature, a feature that was
also pointed to in Ref. [21].
The ratios of the binding momenta to the pion mass of
this calculation (mπ ¼ 0.59426ð12Þð11Þ l.u.) for the two-
baryon channels in the 27, 10, 10 and 8A irreps are
generally close to ∼0.2–0.3, similar to the value of
jκj=mπ for the deuteron in nature. However, a comparison
between the effective range in each channel and the inverse
pion mass of this calculation suggest that pion exchange
may not be the dominant contribution to the long-range
forces between the baryons [21]. In particular, the intrinsic
size of the bound state in each channel (set by the inverse
binding momenta), is comparable to the corresponding
effective range in each channel (with larger uncertainties in
the 10 irrep), a feature that is consistent with the results
obtained for the ratio of the effective ranges to the
scattering lengths, r=a ≈ 1=2. Nonetheless, while the
bound states in the 27, 10 and 8A irreps appear to have
TABLE IV. The ratio of effective range to scattering length in each channel, determined from the two-parameter (NERE ¼ 2) and three-
parameter (NERE ¼ 3) ERE fits to the k cot δ functions. This ratio provides a measure of the unnaturalness of interactions, as discussed
in the text.
Quantity NERE 27 irrep 10 irrep 10 irrep 8A irrep
r=a
2 0.459ðþ36Þðþ66Þð−34Þð−67Þ 0.452
ðþ48Þðþ51Þ
ð−12Þð−70Þ 0.28
ðþ10Þðþ23Þ
ð−17Þð−18Þ 0.439
ðþ41Þðþ80Þ
ð−30Þð−84Þ
3 0.48ðþ6Þðþ11Þð−7Þð−11Þ 0.50
ðþ11Þðþ15Þ
ð−6Þð−18Þ 0.39
ðþ19Þðþ25Þ
ð−14Þð−22Þ 0.21
ðþ6Þðþ35Þ
ð−21Þð−29Þ
6The scattering length and binding momentum are not,
however, independent quantities.
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a natural intrinsic size, the scattering lengths in all channels
are still large compared with the binding momenta of the
bound states. Consequently, an EFT treatment of these
channels at low energies with the KSW-vK power-counting
scheme is justified.
5. Large-Nc limit and leading SUð6Þ interactions
in effective field theory
The scattering parameters in two-baryon channels
belonging to different SUð3Þ irreps have similar values
in the present calculations, differing by at most 2σ from
an average value. This feature is illustrated in Fig. 14, in
which the scattering lengths and effective ranges from
the two and three-parameter ERE fits, and the shape
parameters from the three-parameter ERE fits, are
compared. Additionally, the correlated r=a ratios from
both ERE fits are shown for the four irreps. All of these
quantities are broadly consistent between different
channels, in particular between channels belonging to
the 27 and 10 irreps. This is a manifestation of an
approximate spin-flavor symmetry of nuclear and hyper-
nuclear forces as predicted to exist in the large-Nc limit
of QCD [54], as introduced in Sec. II B. Deviations
from SUð4Þ symmetry (involving the 27 and 10 irreps)
are expected to scale as 1=N2c ∼ 10% while the devia-
tions from SUð6Þ symmetry are expected to scale as
1=Nc ∼ 30%. This is consistent with the almost identical
nature of the channels belonging to the 27 and 10 irreps
in the results presented here. Additional deviations from
the spin-flavor symmetry that occur as a result of the
SUð3Þ flavor-symmetry breaking in nature are absent in
the present calculations, making them an ideal testing
ground for the large-Nc relations.
Given an approximate SUð6Þ symmetry of S-wave
interactions, constraints can be obtained on the SUð6Þ
coefficients, a and b, using Eqs. (14). Two cases are
considered here: unnatural interactions and natural inter-
actions. In the unnatural case, the leading S-wave
interactions are summed to all orders in perturbation
theory (implementing KSW-vK power counting) intro-
ducing a UV-scale dependence in the coefficients.
A convenient choice of renormalization scale is
μ ¼ mπ . However, any scale much above the largest
inverse scattering length, but below the cut off of the
theory, would lead to manifest power counting and RG-
scale independence. The values of a and b=3 obtained
from each pair of equations in (14) are tabulated in
Table V, and are shown in Fig. 15. Within the uncer-
tainty of each determination, these values are in agree-
ment with each other. Note that from Eq. (14),
contributions from the b coefficient are suppressed by
at least a factor of 3 compared with those from the a
coefficient, thus the rescaled coefficient b=3 is consid-
ered. A combined fit of a constant to the five determi-
nations results in the values for a and b=3 that are listed
in Table V and shown as pink bands in Fig. 15.
Assuming the systems to be natural in the EFT analysis
results in large uncertainties in the b coefficient. This
precludes conclusions to be drawn regarding its signifi-
cance compared to the a coefficient. Additionally, deter-
minations that involve the 10 irrep yield large uncertainties
in the coefficients, signaling the inappropriate assumption
of naturalness for interactions in a channel that is almost at
FIG. 14. A comparison of the values of the inverse scattering length, a−1, effective range, r, the first shape parameter, P, and the ratio
r=a, obtained from fits to the two-parameter (NERE ¼ 2) and three-parameter (NERE ¼ 3) EREs, in channels belonging to the four
different irreps.
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unitarity within uncertainties. As the observations in
Sec. III C 4 point to primarily an unnatural scenario for
all interactions considered, the values of the a and b
coefficients in the unnatural scenario, defined with
KSW-vK power counting, are found to be more relevant.
In particular, it is observed that the value of b=3 is
approximately an order of magnitude smaller than the
value of a. This is a signature of an accidental SUð16Þ
symmetry of nuclear and hypernuclear forces which was
first predicted in Ref. [54], and is studied here directly with
QCD for the first time.
Without constraints on the scattering parameters
belonging to the 8S and 1 irreps, a conclusive statement
regarding the SUð6Þ spin-flavor symmetry in the
interactions is not possible. However, with the observa-
tions in other irreps pointing to such a symmetry, a
prediction can be made for the scattering amplitudes in
the 8S and 1 irreps, giving a−1ð8SÞ ¼ a−1ð1Þ ¼ 0.08ð3Þð2Þ l.u.,
where the second uncertainty accounts for Oð1=NcÞ
corrections to the prediction of SUð6Þ symmetry. This
result enables an extraction of all SW coefficients of the
LO SUð3Þ-symmetric interactions.
6. Leading SUð3Þ interactions in effective field theory
The scattering lengths in the channels belonging to the
27, 10, 10 and 8A irreps can be used to constrain various
linear combinations of the coefficients of the LO SUð3Þ-
FIG. 15. The coefficients, a and b=3, of the leading SUð6Þ effective interactions obtained by fitting pairs of inverse scattering lengths
in the channels belonging to each of the four SUð3Þ irreps considered in this work. The left panel uses a renormalization scheme relevant
for unnatural interactions given in Eq. (14) with μ ¼ mπ . The right panel corresponds to a tree-level expansion of the scattering
amplitudes with natural interactions giving rise to Eq. (14) with μ ¼ 0. Note the different plot ranges in the two panels. The pink bands
represent a combined constant fit to all five different determinations of a and b=3 in each case. The couplings are expressed in units of
½ 2πMB, with MB being the baryon mass in this calculation, expressed in lattice units.
TABLE V. The coefficients, a and b=3, of the leading SUð6Þ effective interactions obtained by solving the pairs of equations in
Eq. (14) with μ ¼ mπ for the unnatural case and μ ¼ 0 for the natural case (corresponding to a tree-level expansion of the scattering
amplitudes). The last column shows the result of a constant fit to all five determinations. The coefficients a and b=3 are given in units of
½ 2πMB, with MB being the baryon mass in this calculation, expressed in lattice units.
Fit Coupling f27; 8Ag f10; 8Ag f27; 10g f10; 10g f10; 8Ag Combined
Unnatural
a½ 2πMB 2.015ðþ55Þð−56Þ 2.071ðþ62Þð−54Þ 1.868ðþ43Þð−41Þ 1.972ðþ52Þð−50Þ 2.20ðþ13Þð−11Þ 1.972ðþ68Þð−68Þ
b
3
½ 2πMB 1.14ðþ54Þð−47Þ 0.62ðþ55Þð−51Þ −0.150ðþ88Þð−91Þ −0.284ðþ99Þð−97Þ −0.59ðþ18Þð−15Þ −0.22ðþ17Þð−17Þ
Natural
a½ 2πMB −11.9ðþ1.6Þð−2.3Þ −9.3ðþ1.0Þð−1.2Þ −18.7ðþ5.3Þð−8.5Þ −13.8ðþ3.5Þð−7.0Þ −3.5ðþ9.3Þð−5.3Þ −10.2ðþ2.6Þð−2.6Þ
b
3
½ 2πMB 35ðþ14Þð−20Þ 12ðþ10Þð−9Þ −20ðþ24Þð−64Þ −26ðþ21Þð−63Þ −38ðþ27Þð−85Þ 13ðþ22Þð−22Þ
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symmetric Lagrange density, i.e., SW coefficients, at
mπ ≈ 806 MeV. These constraints arise from Eq. (13),
which for unnatural interactions read
ðc1 − c2 þ c5 − c6Þ−1 − μ ¼ −0.06ð1Þ l:u:; ð29Þ
ðc1 þ c2 þ c5 þ c6Þ−1 − μ ¼ −0.09ð2Þ l:u:; ð30Þ
ð−c1 − c2 þ c5 þ c6Þ−1 − μ ¼ −0.02ð2Þ l:u:; ð31Þ

3c3
2
þ 3c4
2
þ c5 þ c6

−1
− μ ¼ −0.13ð3Þ l:u: ð32Þ
The coefficients ci depend on the scale μ and are expressed
in units of ½ 2πMB, whereMB is the mass of the baryon in this
calculation in lattice units. The statistical and systematic
uncertainties are combined in quadrature. Imposing SUð6Þ
spin-flavor symmetry, constrains the scattering lengths in
the 8S and 1 irreps, and provides further constraints on the
SW coefficients,

−
2c1
3
þ2c2
3
−
5c3
6
þ5c4
6
þc5−c6

−1
−μ¼−0.08ð4Þ l:u:
ð33Þ

−
c1
3
þc2
3
−
8c3
3
þ8c4
3
þc5−c6

−1
−μ¼−0.08ð4Þ l:u:
ð34Þ
Setting μ ¼ 0 recovers the results for natural systems.
Equations (29)–(34) are solved to determine all six SW
coefficients for unnatural interactions within the KSW-vK
power counting at a renormalization scale of μ ¼ mπ , and
for natural interactions through a tree-level expansion of
the scattering amplitude, see Table VI. As is evident from
these values, shown in Fig. 16, the unnatural scenario
provides the most stringent constraints on the coefficients.
In this case, the value of all SW coefficients except for c5
are consistent with zero, a manifestation of the SUð16Þ
spin-flavor symmetry in the LO SUð3Þ interactions, i.e.,
the a≫ b=3 hierarchy in the SUð6Þ spin-flavor symmetric
interactions. With these results, and the binding energies
of light hypernuclei [20], ongoing ab initio many-body
calculations using the LQCD input at this value of the
quark masses [59–62] can be extended to systems con-
taining hyperons. Appendix B is devoted to summarizing
FIG. 16. A comparison of the coefficients of the LO SUð3Þ-symmetric interactions. The left panel corresponds to the unnatural case
with μ ¼ mπ , while the right panel represents the natural case with μ ¼ 0, corresponding to a tree-level expansion of the scattering
amplitudes. The coefficients are expressed in units of ½ 2πMB, withMB being the baryon mass in this calculation, expressed in lattice units.
TABLE VI. Values of the coefficients of the LO SUð3Þ-symmetric interactions obtained by solving Eqs. (29)–(34) for the unnatural
case with μ ¼ mπ , and for the natural case with μ ¼ 0. The coefficients are expressed in units of ½ 2πMB, withMB being the baryon mass in
this calculation, expressed in lattice units.
Case c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6
Unnatural 0.051ðþ53Þð−64Þ 0.073
ðþ64Þ
ð−54Þ 0.088
ðþ53Þ
ð−55Þ 0.088
ðþ58Þ
ð−55Þ 1.892
ðþ59Þ
ð−50Þ −0.013ðþ54Þð−63Þ
Natural 5ðþ17Þð−12Þ 7
ðþ16Þ
ð−13Þ 5
ðþ12Þ
ð−8Þ 5
ðþ11Þ
ð−12Þ −19ðþ12Þð−17Þ −4ðþ14Þð−16Þ
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the constraints obtained for the LO scattering amplitudes
in flavor space.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This paper presents the results of a lattice QCD study of
low-energy S-wave scattering amplitudes of two octet
baryons at an SUð3Þ flavor-symmetric point, with a focus
on underlying symmetry structures that are expected to
emerge in the large-Nc limit of QCD. At a pion mass of
≈806 MeV, S-wave interactions between two baryons in
the 27, 10 and 8A irreps (e.g., NNð1S0Þ, NNð3S1Þ and
1ﬃﬃ
2
p ðΞ0nþ Ξ−pÞð3S1Þ, respectively) are found to induce
bound states with binding energies: 20.6ðþ1.8Þðþ2.8Þð−2.4Þð−1.6Þ MeV,
27.9ðþ3.1Þðþ2.2Þð−2.3Þð−1.4Þ MeV and 40.7
ðþ2.1Þðþ2.4Þ
ð−3.2Þð−1.4Þ MeV, respectively,
which are consistent with our previous analyses [20]
of the same correlation functions. The presence of a
bound state in the 10 irrep is not statistically significant,
with a binding energy: 6.7ðþ3.3Þðþ1.8Þð−1.9Þð−6.2Þ MeV. The scatter-
ing lengths and effective ranges in the four channels
have been extracted, and suggest that all of these
systems have unnaturally large scattering lengths, with
jr=aj ∼ 0.5. If this feature is found to persist in the
hyperon channels at the physical values of the quark
masses, its phenomenological consequences would be
interesting to explore.
Utilizing KSW-vK power counting, that is appropriate in
describing unnatural systems, and with three degenerate
quark flavors, the values of the scattering parameters
calculated in the two-baryon channels are found to be
consistent with the SUð6Þ spin-flavor symmetry in the
nuclear and hypernuclear forces that is predicted in the
large-Nc limit of QCD [54]. In addition, a suppressed
contribution from one of the two large-Nc low-energy
constants is observed, which is consistent with an approxi-
mate accidental SUð16Þ symmetry emerging from the
underlying SUð6Þ symmetry in the large-Nc limit.
Therefore, to a good approximation, one universal coef-
ficient determines low-energy S-wave baryon-baryon scat-
tering in all SUð3Þ channels. Although the S-wave
scattering lengths in the 8S and 1 irreps were not deter-
mined directly, SUð6Þ symmetry relates them to those in
the other channels. Quite precise results are found for the
six natural-sized coefficients in the LO SUð3Þ-symmetric
effective field theory describing low-energy baryon-baryon
interactions. It will be interesting to see how the remnants
of the SUð6Þ and accidental SUð16Þ symmetries, that are
observed to be well satisfied atNc ¼ 3 in the limit of SUð3Þ
flavor symmetry, are reflected in the hyperon-nucleon and
hyperon-hyperon interactions at the physical values of the
quark masses.
This work demonstrates the role of LQCD in elucidating
properties of systems involving hyperons, extending pre-
vious determinations of the nucleon-nucleon scattering
parameters in Ref. [21] to hyperon-nucleon and
hyperon-hyperon channels. Studies of such systems at
lighter values of the quark masses already exist [19,22–
29,31–35], but higher precision and more comprehensive
investigations are needed to be able to make reliable
predictions for systems in nature. For future calculations
closer to the physical values of the quark masses and at
larger volumes, the signal-to-noise problem and the
increasingly closely-spaced spectra at large volumes will
pose challenges that were not prominent in the present
study. It is expected that these challenges can be tackled
with increased computational resources and algorithmic
developments, such as signal-to-noise optimization [101]
and phase-reweighting methods [102,103], promising sig-
nificant progress in the near future.
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APPENDIX A: TWO-BARYON STATES AT THE
SUð3Þ FLAVOR-SYMMETRIC POINT
Two octet baryons (combined in a positive-parity state)
can be arranged in 64 distinct flavor states when the up,
down and strange quark masses are different. With SUð3Þ
flavor symmetry, these divide among 6 irreps of the SUð3Þ
decomposition of the product of two octet baryons,
27 ⊕ 10 ⊕ 10 ⊕ 8S ⊕ 8A ⊕ 1. Besides parity and baryon
number, states are also classified according to the total
angular momentum, i.e., either 0 or 1 for two baryons in an
S wave. Since the interpolating operators used in this work
are constructed in the flavor basis, with only the isospin and
strangeness quantum numbers governing the classification
of states, it is useful to tabulate these flavor channels and
their relation to the SUð3Þ classifications. These are
presented in Fig. 17 for the irreps with J ¼ 0, and in
Fig. 18 for the irreps with J ¼ 1. The phase convention
used in constructing the states in these tables is that dictated
FIG. 17. Diagrammatic representation of the 27, 8S and 1 irreps resulting from the SUð3Þ decomposition of the product of two octet
baryons, along with the corresponding two-baryon states with J ¼ 0. Strangeness decreases from top to bottom in the diagrams, while
the third component of isospin increases from left to right. Mixed states that are colored alike have the same total isospin and strangeness
quantum numbers.
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by the special embedding of the octet baryon fields in
the octet baryon matrix in Eq. (12). As is seen in the
tables, there occurs mixings among flavor states. Flavor
states that mix with one another necessarily have the same
electric charge, strangeness and total angular momentum.
As an example, consider the “25” entry of the 27 irrep
and the “6” entry of the 8S irrep, denoted as
ΛΞ−=
ﬃﬃ
1
3
q
Σ0Ξ− þ
ﬃﬃ
2
3
q
Ξ−Σ0. With an exact SUð3Þ sym-
metry, two linear combinations of these degenerate flavor
states can be formed such that each transforms in either
the 27 irrep or the 8S irrep. In the absence of SUð3Þ
symmetry, the two flavor states are no longer degenerate;
further, their mixing can no longer be uniquely deter-
mined via a straightforward basis transformation.
APPENDIX B: LO SCATTERING AMPLITUDES
IN THE MIXED FLAVOR CHANNELS
Away from the SUð3Þ-symmetric point, the flavor
basis provides an appropriate classification of scattering
states with the quantum numbers of two octet baryons,
FIG. 18. Diagrammatic representation of the 10, 10 and 8A irreps resulting from the SUð3Þ decomposition of the product of two octet
baryons, along with the corresponding two-baryon states with J ¼ 1. Strangeness decreases from top to bottom in the diagrams, while
the third component of isospin increases from left to right. Mixed states that are colored alike have the same total isospin and strangeness
quantum numbers.
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and it is useful to express the scattering amplitudes at the
SUð3Þ-symmetric point in the flavor basis. When there is
no mixing among flavor states (states with no colored
background in the tables in Figs. 17–18), the scattering
amplitudes are the same as those in the corresponding
SUð3Þ irreps, with constraints on the S-wave scattering
amplitudes already obtained in Sec. III C. For the coupled
channels (states with colored background in the tables in
Figs. 17–18), both the diagonal and off-diagonal elements
of the scattering amplitude matrix can be constrained
given the values of the SW coefficients obtained in
Table VI. Tables VII–VIII present the elements of the
LO scattering amplitude matrix in each mixed-flavor
channel in terms of the SW coefficients, along with
their numerical values assuming unnatural interactions,
see Table VI. As is evident from these values, the off-
diagonal elements are suppressed compared with the
diagonal elements, indicating a small mixing among
flavor channels. This is a consequence of the approximate
accidental SUð16Þ symmetry in the interactions.
TABLE VII. The elements of the LO scattering amplitude matrix in the mixed flavor channels with J ¼ 0. Using isospin symmetry, the
scattering amplitudes in other mixed channels can be obtained from these results. The numerical values are obtained from the values of
ci coefficients in the unnatural case with μ ¼ mπ (see Table VI), expressed in units of ½ 2πMB, where mπ andMB are the pion mass and the
baryon mass in this calculation in lattice units.
J ¼ 0 Λn −
ﬃﬃ
1
3
q
Σ0nþ
ﬃﬃ
2
3
q
Σ−p
Λn
5
3
c1 − 53 c2 − 16 c3 þ 16 c4 þ 2c5 − 2c6 c1 − c2 þ 12 c3 − 12 c4
3.780ðþ90Þð−88Þ −0.028ðþ78Þð−84Þ
−
ﬃﬃ
1
3
q
Σ0nþ
ﬃﬃ
2
3
q
Σ−p
c1 − c2 þ 12 c3 − 12 c4 −c1 þ c2 − 32 c3 þ 32 c4 þ 2c5 − 2c6
−0.028ðþ76Þð−84Þ 3.85ðþ24Þð−21Þ
J ¼ 0 ΛΣ− Ξ−n
ΛΣ−
2
3
c1 − 23 c2 − 23 c3 þ 23 c4 þ 2c5 − 2c6
ﬃﬃ
2
3
q
ð−2c1 þ 2c2 − c3 þ c4Þ
3.80ðþ12Þð−11Þ 0.04
ðþ14Þ
ð−12Þ
Ξ−n
ﬃﬃ
2
3
q
ð−2c1 þ 2c2 − c3 þ c4Þ −c3 þ c4 þ 2c5 − 2c6
0.04ðþ14Þð−12Þ 3.82
ðþ14Þ
ð−17Þ
J ¼ 0 ΛΞ−
ﬃﬃ
1
3
q
Σ0 þ
ﬃﬃ
2
3
q
Σ−Ξ0
ΛΞ− 5
3
c1 − 53 c2 − 16 c3 þ 16 c4 þ 2c5 − 2c6 c1 − c2 þ 12 c3 − 12 c4
3.780ðþ90Þð−88Þ −0.028ðþ76Þð−84Þﬃﬃ
1
3
q
Σ0 þ
ﬃﬃ
2
3
q
Σ−Ξ0 c1 − c2 þ 12 c3 − 12 c4 −c1 þ c2 − 32 c3 þ 32 c4 þ 2c5 − 2c6
−0.028ðþ76Þð−84Þ 3.85ðþ24Þð−21Þ
J ¼ 0 1ﬃﬃ3p ð−Σ0Σ0 þ ΣþΣþ þ Σ−ΣþÞ 1ﬃﬃ2p ðΞ0n − Ξ−pÞ ΛΛ
1ﬃﬃ
3
p ð−Σ0Σ0 þ ΣþΣ− þ Σ−ΣþÞ
−c1 þ c2 − 3c3 þ 3c4 þ 2c5 þ −2c6 ﬃﬃﬃ3p ð−c3 þ c4Þ 1ﬃﬃ3p ðc1 − c2 − c3 þ c4Þ
3.96ðþ20Þð−17Þ 0.124
ðþ74Þ
ð−77Þ 0.059
ðþ61Þ
ð−74Þ
1ﬃﬃ
2
p ðΞ0n − Ξ−pÞ
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p ð−c3 þ c4Þ −3c3 þ 3c4 þ 2c5 − 2c6 − 43 c1 þ 43 c2 − 52 c3 þ 53 c4
0.124ðþ74Þð−77Þ 3.87
ðþ15Þ
ð−14Þ −0.08ðþ10Þð−9Þ
ΛΛ
1ﬃﬃ
3
p ðc1 − c2 − c3 þ c4Þ − 43 c1 þ 43 c2 − 53 c3 þ 53 c4 c1 − c2 − c3 þ c4 þ 2c5 − 2c6
0.059ðþ61Þð−74Þ −0.08ðþ10Þð−9Þ 3.78ðþ12Þð−10Þ
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APPENDIX C: TABLES OF THE RESULTS
This appendix contains all numerical results that
were omitted from the main body of the paper for
brevity. These include the mass of the octet baryon
measured on the three ensembles of this work
(Table IX), the shift in the energy of two baryons in
each irrep from two noninteracting baryons at rest, the
corresponding CM momentum squared, k2, and the
value of k cot δ obtained at these CM momenta
(Tables X–XIII), and finally the necessary information
to construct the confidence ellipses of the scatterings
length and effective ranges obtained from a two-
parameter ERE to k cot δ in each irrep (Table XIV).
All quantities in these tables are expressed in lattice
units (l.u.). To convert to physical units, quantities must
be multiplied by appropriate powers of the lattice
spacing, b ¼ 0.145ð2Þ fm.
TABLE IX. The baryon mass in lattice units (l.u.). The first uncertainty is statistical while the second uncertainty is the systematic
associated with fitting.
Ensemble 243 × 48 323 × 48 483 × 64
MB [l.u.] 1.20343(48)(25) 1.20467(44)(36) 1.20247(78)(34)
TABLE VIII. The elements of the LO scattering amplitude matrix in the mixed flavor channels with J ¼ 1. Using isospin symmetry,
the scattering amplitudes in other mixed channels can be obtained from these results. The numerical values are obtained from the values
of ci coefficients in the unnatural case with μ ¼ mπ (see Table VI), expressed in units of ½ 2πMB, where mπ andMB are the pion mass and
the baryon mass in this calculation in lattice units.
J ¼ 1 1ﬃﬃ2p ðΣ−Σ0 − Σ0Σ−Þ Ξ−n ΛΣ−
1ﬃﬃ
2
p ðΣ−Σ0 − Σ0Σ−Þ
2c3 þ 2c4 þ 2c5 þ 2c6 − ﬃﬃﬃ2p ðc3 þ c4Þ − ﬃﬃ2
3
q
ðc1 þ c2Þ
4.10ðþ14Þð−12Þ −0.25ðþ11Þð−11Þ −0.146ðþ51Þð−50Þ
Ξ−n
− ﬃﬃﬃ2p ðc3 þ c4Þ c3 þ c4 þ 2c5 þ 2c6 − ﬃﬃ2
3
q
ð2c1 þ 2c2Þ
−0.25ðþ11Þð−11Þ 3.926ðþ91Þð−73Þ −0.206ðþ72Þð−71Þ
ΛΣ−
−
ﬃﬃ
2
3
q
ðc1 þ c2Þ −
ﬃﬃ
2
3
q
ð2c1 þ 2c2Þ 2c5 þ 2c6
−0.146ðþ51Þð−50Þ −0.206ðþ72Þð−71Þ 3.754ðþ82Þð−86Þ
J ¼ 1
ﬃﬃ
1
3
q
Σ0Ξ− þ
ﬃﬃ
2
3
q
Σ−Ξ0 ΛΞ−
ﬃﬃ
1
3
q
Σ0Ξ− þ
ﬃﬃ
2
3
q
Σ−Ξ0
−c1 − c2 þ 32 c3 þ 32 c4 þ 2c5 þ 2c6 c1 þ c2 þ 32 c3 þ 32 c4
3.89ðþ12Þð−10Þ 0.130
ðþ42Þ
ð−41Þ
ΛΞ−
c1 þ c2 þ 32 c3 þ 32 c4 −c1 − c2 þ 32 c3 þ 32 c4 þ 2c5 þ 2c6
0.130ðþ42Þð−41Þ 3.89
ðþ12Þ
ð−10Þ
J ¼ 1 −
ﬃﬃ
1
3
q
Σ0nþ
ﬃﬃ
2
3
q
Σ−p Λn
−
ﬃﬃ
1
3
q
Σ0nþ
ﬃﬃ
2
3
q
Σ−p
c1 þ c2 þ 32 c3 þ 32 c4 þ 2c5 þ 2c6 −c1 − c2 þ 32 c3 þ 32 c4
4.14ðþ12Þð−11Þ 0.14
ðþ12Þ
ð−11Þ
Λn
−c1 − c2 þ 32 c3 þ 32 c4 c1 þ c2 þ 32 c3 þ 32 c4 þ 2c5 þ 2c6
0.14ðþ12Þð−11Þ 4.14
ðþ12Þ
ð−11Þ
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APPENDIX D: THE FOUR SO-CALLED
CONSISTENCY CHECKS OF REF. [52]
ARE PASSED
In Ref. [52], Iritani et al. suggest a set of tests that the
two-nucleon scattering amplitudes must pass. They state
that if the amplitudes obtained using Lüscher’s method
fail these checks, the energy levels determined from the
late-time behavior of two-nucleon correlation functions do
not correspond to the correct energy eigenvalues of the
system, and according to these authors, all calculations of
baryon-baryon interactions performed by researchers other
than themselves have been misled by fake intermediate
TABLE X. The values of energy shifts in the two-baryon system relative to two non-interacting baryons at rest, ΔE, the square of the
CM momentum of the two baryons, k2, and the corresponding value of k cot δ, in channels belonging to the 27 irrep. Energies
correspond to the ground state (n ¼ 1) and the first excited state (n ¼ 2) of the system in a finite volume. The first uncertainty is
statistical while the second uncertainty is the systematic associated with fitting and the multiple analyses that are performed. All
quantities are expressed in lattice units (l.u.).
Ensemble Boost vector State ΔE [l.u.] k2 [l.u.] k cot δ [l.u.]
243 × 48
(0, 0, 0)
n ¼ 1 −0.0140ðþ10Þðþ15Þð−8Þð−14Þ −0.0168ðþ11Þðþ19Þð−9Þð−18Þ −0.112ðþ7Þðþ12Þð−5Þð−10Þ
n ¼ 2 0.0364ðþ11Þðþ18Þð−8Þð−17Þ 0.0441ðþ13Þðþ24Þð−10Þð−18Þ 0.113ðþ17Þðþ32Þð−12Þð−22Þ
(0, 0, 2)
n ¼ 1 0.0393ðþ12Þðþ20Þð−10Þð−16Þ −0.0208ðþ15Þðþ25Þð−13Þð−19Þ −0.133ðþ7Þðþ12Þð−5Þð−9Þ
n ¼ 2 0.0880ðþ16Þðþ24Þð−10Þð−22Þ 0.0394
ðþ20Þðþ33Þ
ð−13Þð−27Þ 0.066
ðþ21Þðþ35Þ
ð−12Þð−26Þ
323 × 48
(0, 0, 0)
n ¼ 1 −0.0137ðþ7Þðþ15Þð−6Þð−14Þ −0.0164ðþ9Þðþ19Þð−8Þð−16Þ −0.124ðþ39Þðþ91Þð−34Þð−70Þ
n ¼ 2 0.0157ðþ13Þðþ14Þð−11Þð−21Þ 0.0189ðþ9Þðþ19Þð−10Þð−18Þ 0.007ðþ10Þðþ22Þð−10Þð−18Þ
(0, 0, 2)
n ¼ 1 0.0162ðþ7Þðþ15Þð−9Þð−14Þ −0.0189ðþ9Þðþ18Þð−11Þð−18Þ −0.135ðþ36Þðþ78Þð−44Þð−68Þ
n ¼ 2 0.0454ðþ9Þðþ18Þð−10Þð−17Þ 0.0167ðþ12Þðþ17Þð−13Þð−20Þ −0.014ðþ13Þðþ19Þð−11Þð−19Þ
483 × 64
(0, 0, 0) n ¼ 1 −0.0146ðþ12Þðþ21Þð−18Þð−26Þ −0.0176ðþ14Þðþ27Þð−22Þð−30Þ −0.133ðþ6Þðþ10Þð−8Þð−11Þ
(0, 0, 2) n ¼ 1 −0.0018ðþ14Þðþ28Þð−21Þð−35Þ −0.0193ðþ17Þðþ32Þð−25Þð−42Þ −0.139ðþ13Þðþ6Þð−14Þð−9Þ
TABLE XI. The values of energy shifts in the two-baryon system relative to two noninteracting baryons at rest, ΔE, the square of the
CM momentum of the two baryons, k2, and the corresponding value of k cot δ, in channels belonging to the 10 irrep. Energies
correspond to the ground state (n ¼ 1) and the first excited state (n ¼ 2) of the system in a finite volume. The first uncertainty is
statistical while the second uncertainty is the systematic associated with fitting and the multiple analyses that are performed. All
quantities are expressed in lattice units (l.u.).
Ensemble Boost vector State ΔE [l.u.] k2 [l.u.] k cot δ [l.u.]
243 × 48
(0, 0, 0)
n ¼ 1 −0.0211ðþ9Þðþ9Þð−7Þð−10Þ −0.0252ðþ11Þðþ10Þð−9Þð−11Þ −0.1512ðþ44Þðþ41Þð−35Þð−41Þ
n ¼ 2 0.0277ðþ10Þðþ26Þð−9Þð−26Þ 0.0335ðþ12Þðþ32Þð−15Þð−29Þ 0.008ðþ27Þðþ11Þð−24Þð−10Þ
(0, 0, 2)
n ¼ 1 0.0316ðþ13Þðþ21Þð−11Þð−24Þ −0.0303ðþ27Þðþ16Þð−28Þð−13Þ −0.1692ðþ55Þðþ83Þð−41Þð−89Þ
n ¼ 2 0.0771ðþ21Þðþ29Þð−15Þð−26Þ 0.0258ðþ26Þðþ28Þð−19Þð−33Þ −0.044ðþ18Þðþ28Þð−13Þð−22Þ
323 × 48
(0, 0, 0)
n ¼ 1 −0.0194ðþ9Þðþ18Þð−7Þð−14Þ −0.0233ðþ11Þðþ21Þð−9Þð−17Þ −0.1509ðþ38Þðþ78Þð−30Þð−58Þ
n ¼ 2 0.0092ðþ10Þðþ21Þð−8Þð−19Þ 0.0111ðþ12Þðþ25Þð−10Þð−24Þ −0.067ðþ11Þðþ24Þð−9Þð−23Þ
(0, 0, 2)
n ¼ 1 0.0103ðþ10Þðþ22Þð−8Þð−18Þ −0.0261541ðþ13Þðþ26Þð−10Þð−23Þ −0.1605ðþ41Þðþ88Þð−31Þð−70Þ
n ¼ 2 0.0379ðþ10Þðþ14Þð−10Þð−11Þ 0.007ðþ12Þðþ17Þð−12Þð−15Þ −0.103ðþ13Þðþ19Þð−16Þð−20Þ
483 × 64
(0, 0, 0) n ¼ 1 −0.0187ðþ20Þðþ20Þð−33Þð−12Þ −0.0223ðþ24Þðþ24Þð−40Þð−16Þ −0.149ðþ8Þðþ9Þð−12Þð−7Þ
(0, 0, 2) n ¼ 1 −0.0060ðþ24Þðþ21Þð−35Þð−17Þ −0.0243ðþ27Þðþ29Þð−42Þð−21Þ −0.156ðþ9Þðþ9Þð−13Þð−5Þ
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plateaus in EMPs at early times. Such consistency checks
are important but must be carried out carefully. Among
other works, Iritani et al. study the work by the NPLQCD
collaboration on the ensembles with mπ ≈ 806 MeV
[20,21] that are used in the present work, and conclude
that at least two of the consistency checks are not passed for
the results presented in these references. Consequently,
they conclude that there is no bound states present in both
the isosinglet and isotriplet two-nucleon channels, con-
sistent with their previous studies of these channels at
similar quark masses using HALQCD’s “potential
method” [29,107–109].7 Arguments against the claims
TABLE XII. The values of energy shifts in the two-baryon system relative to two noninteracting baryons at rest, ΔE, the square of the
CM momentum of the two baryons, k2, and the corresponding value of k cot δ, in channels belonging to the 10 irrep. Energies
correspond to the ground state (n ¼ 1) and the first excited state (n ¼ 2) of the system in a finite volume. The first uncertainty is
statistical while the second uncertainty is the systematic associated with fitting and the multiple analyses that are performed. All
quantities are expressed in lattice units (l.u.).
Ensemble Boost vector State ΔE [l.u.] k2 [l.u.] k cot δ [l.u.]
243 × 48
(0, 0, 0)
n ¼ 1 −0.0077ðþ8Þðþ16Þð−11Þð−20Þ −0.0092ðþ10Þðþ18Þð−14Þð−25Þ −0.047ðþ15Þðþ33Þð−16Þð−28Þ
n ¼ 2 0.0477ðþ9Þðþ19Þð−12Þð−25Þ 0.0580ðþ10Þðþ24Þð−15Þð−30Þ 0.45ðþ6Þðþ17Þð−7Þð−12Þ
(0, 0, 2)
n ¼ 1 0.0450ðþ10Þðþ21Þð−13Þð−20Þ −0.0139ðþ12Þðþ25Þð−16Þð−24Þ −0.094ðþ9Þðþ22Þð−11Þð−15Þ
n ¼ 2 0.0997ðþ10Þðþ25Þð−13Þð−30Þ 0.0539ðþ13Þðþ32Þð−16Þð−39Þ 0.32ðþ4Þðþ14Þð−5Þð−10Þ
323 × 48
(0, 0, 0)
n ¼ 1 −0.0071ðþ8Þðþ13Þð−10Þð−16Þ −0.0085ðþ9Þðþ14Þð−12Þð−20Þ −0.077ðþ9Þðþ16Þð−10Þð−14Þ
n ¼ 2 0.0241ðþ8Þðþ15Þð−10Þð−15Þ 0.0292ðþ10Þðþ17Þð−16Þð−15Þ 0.182ðþ34Þðþ68Þð−32Þð−47Þ
(0, 0, 2)
n ¼ 1 0.0224ðþ8Þðþ15Þð−12Þð−17Þ −0.0114ðþ10Þðþ18Þð−14Þð−21Þ −0.098ðþ7Þðþ12Þð−8Þð−11Þ
n ¼ 2 0.0531ðþ9Þðþ9Þð−12Þð−7Þ 0.0261ðþ11Þðþ10Þð−15Þð−8Þ 0.113ðþ25Þðþ25Þð−28Þð−15Þ
483 × 64
(0, 0, 0) n ¼ 1 −0.0036ðþ17Þðþ23Þð−15Þð−21Þ −0.0044ðþ20Þðþ27Þð−18Þð−26Þ −0.067ðþ30Þðþ42Þð−16Þð−24Þ
(0, 0, 2) n ¼ 1 0.0096ðþ17Þðþ23Þð−15Þð−26Þ −0.0055ðþ21Þðþ28Þð−18Þð−32Þ −0.074ðþ21Þðþ34Þð−13Þð−24Þ
TABLE XIII. The values of energy shifts in the two-baryon system relative to two non-interacting baryons at rest, ΔE, the square of
the CM momentum of the two baryons, k2, and the corresponding value of k cot δ, in channels belonging to the 8A irrep. Energies
correspond to the ground state (n ¼ 1) and the first excited state (n ¼ 2) of the system in a finite volume. The first uncertainty is
statistical while the second uncertainty is the systematic associated with fitting and the multiple analyses that are performed. All
quantities are expressed in lattice units (l.u.).
Ensemble Boost vector State ΔE [l.u.] k2 [l.u.] k cot δ [l.u.]
243 × 48
(0, 0, 0)
n ¼ 1 −0.0302ðþ6Þðþ24Þð−8Þð−16Þ −0.0361ðþ8Þðþ28Þð−10Þð−20Þ −0.1868ðþ23Þðþ83Þð−27Þð−55Þ
n ¼ 2 0.0146ðþ9Þðþ16Þð−8Þð−16Þ 0.0177ðþ11Þðþ18Þð−9Þð−20Þ −0.104ðþ8Þðþ13Þð−6Þð−16Þ
(0, 0, 2)
n ¼ 1 0.0224ðþ8Þðþ15Þð−10Þð−20Þ −0.0414ðþ10Þðþ26Þð−12Þð−18Þ −0.2014ðþ27Þðþ68Þð−31Þð−48Þ
n ¼ 2 0.0668ðþ11Þðþ35Þð−11Þð−34Þ 0.0129ðþ13Þðþ43Þð−14Þð−43Þ −0.138ðþ12Þðþ35Þð−13Þð−50Þ
323 × 48
(0, 0, 0)
n ¼ 1 −0.0299ðþ11Þðþ26Þð−12Þð−26Þ −0.0358ðþ13Þðþ27Þð−14Þð−31Þ −0.1888ðþ36Þðþ76Þð−38Þð−82Þ
n ¼ 2 −0.0047ðþ12Þðþ20Þð−11Þð−25Þ −0.0057ðþ14Þðþ24Þð−14Þð−29Þ −0.044ðþ33Þðþ66Þð−20Þð−31Þ
(0, 0, 2)
n ¼ 1 0.001ðþ9Þðþ16Þð−9Þð−19Þ −0.0385ðþ10Þðþ20Þð−11Þð−24Þ −0.1957ðþ27Þðþ50Þð−28Þð−60Þ
n ¼ 2 0.0258ðþ9Þðþ29Þð−9Þð−39Þ −0.0073ðþ11Þðþ48Þð−11Þð−35Þ −0.067ðþ13Þðþ59Þð−11Þð−36Þ
483 × 64
(0, 0, 0) n ¼ 1 −0.0282ðþ15Þðþ35Þð−13Þð−32Þ −0.034ðþ18Þðþ41Þð−15Þð−39Þ −0.184ðþ5Þðþ12Þð−4Þð−10Þ
(0, 0, 2) n ¼ 1 −0.0150ðþ15Þðþ10Þð−14Þð−16Þ −0.0351ðþ18Þðþ31Þð−17Þð−36Þ −0.187ðþ5Þðþ9Þð−4Þð−9Þ
7The HALQCD method is subject to several unquantified
systematic uncertainties, as have been previously pointed out in
literature, see e.g., Refs. [110–115].
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of “mirage plateaus” in the two-baryon calculations
of this work are already presented in Sec. III B. Our results
are tested against the four consistency checks of Ref. [52],
and unambiguously pass these checks. This conclusion
applies to our previous results in Refs. [20,21].
(i) Consistency check (0) passed: EMPs correspond-
ing to correlation functions with different inter-
polating operators, but with the same quantum
numbers, must agree at large times, and the
energies extracted from these correlation functions
should be consistent with each other within the
uncertainties of each calculation. Although calcu-
lations with d ¼ ð0; 0; 0Þ and (0, 0, 2) correspond
to different Fourier transforms of the same inter-
polating operator structure, these are noted as
different sources by Iritani et al., and their con-
sistency has been examined by these authors.
Under the assumption that these represent inde-
pendent measurements (up to the common gauge
configurations used), we have examined the con-
sistency of the results obtained from the d ¼
ð0; 0; 0Þ and (0, 0, 2) correlation functions. Note
that these transform similarly in the CM frame
under the cubic group—a statement that holds up
to relativistic corrections which are at sub-percent
level in this calculation. As a result, the CM
energies (momenta) obtained from correlation
functions with d ¼ ð0; 0; 0Þ and (0, 0, 2) should
be approximately identical. Indeed, as is evident
from the k2 values in Tables X–XIII, such “source
independence” is a feature of the calculations
performed, in contradiction with the conclusions
of Ref. [52]. For clarity, the k2 values in each
ensemble are plotted against each other in Fig. 19,
demonstrating the consistency between the d ¼
ð0; 0; 0Þ and (0, 0, 2) cases, up to minor statistical
deviations. Additionally, the values of the binding
momenta of the bound states obtained from
volume extrapolations in each of the d ¼ ð0; 0; 0Þ
TABLE XIV. Specifications of the 68% and 99% confidence
ellipses arising from the correlation between the scattering length
and effective range in a two-parameter ERE fit to k cot δ in each
channel. These can be used to reconstruct the corresponding
ellipses in Fig. 13. fa−1O ; rOg denotes the coordinate of the center
of ellipse, αmaj is the slope of the semimajor axis, dmin [68%]
(dmin [99%]) is the semiminor axis and dmaj [68%] (dmaj [99%]) is
the semimajor axis of the 68% (99%) confidence ellipse. All
quantities are expressed in lattice units (l.u.).
Quantity 27 irrep 10 irrep 10 irrep 8A irrep
fa−1O ;rOg f0.064;7.2g f0.095;4.8g f0.023;11.9g f0.128;3.4g
αmaj −1.0=0.007 −1.0=0.011 −1.0=0.003 −1.0=0.018
dmin [68%] 0.007 0.005 0.014 0.005
dmin [99%] 0.017 0.014 0.036 0.013
dmaj [68%] 1.0 1.0 2.4 0.9
dmaj [99%] 2.6 2.5 6.1 2.3
FIG. 19. The values of k2 obtained in this work for two-baryon systems in the 27, 10, 10 and 8A irreps, expressed in lattice units (l.u.).
The circle and square symbols correspond to d ¼ ð0; 0; 0Þ and (0, 0, 2), respectively, and the agreement within uncertainties in each pair
of data points demonstrates the source independence of this calculation.
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and (0, 0, 2) cases are perfectly consistent with
each other, as was noted in Table III. This feature
existed also in our previous analysis of these
correlation functions [20], with agreement at the
level of two standard deviations or better [99].8
Further, the full agreement between the SS and SP
combinations of the source and sink operators is
another confirmation of the source and sink
independence of the present results.9
(ii) Consistency check (1) passed: If the ERE is a valid
parametrization of the scattering amplitude at low
energies, the analyticity of the amplitude as a function
of the CM energy implies that the ERE obtained from
states with positively-shifted energies (k2 > 0) must
be consistent with that obtained from states with
negatively-shifted energies (k2 < 0). Iritani et al.
find that the NPQCD results pass this test, and for
completeness, we demonstrate this consistency in
FIG. 20. k cot δ versus the square of the CM momentum of the two baryons, k2, along with the bands representing fits to two-
parameter EREs obtained from (i) only the ground states (n ¼ 1) and (ii) from both the ground states (n ¼ 1) and the first excited states
(n ¼ 2). The plots demonstrate the consistency of the EREs between negative and positive k2 regions in all channels. Quantities are
expressed in lattice units (l.u.).
8It must be pointed out that Iritani et al.’s conclusion
regarding the source dependence of the calculations per-
formed by Berkowitz et al. in Ref. [100] (using the NPLQCD
ensembles) is flawed by the fact that the states obtained in
Ref. [100] using a displaced interpolating operator are noted
as the first excited states by the authors, while they have been
identified as ground states by Iritani et al. in both channels.
Considering only the ground states, the NPLQCD results and
those by Berkowitz et al. are consistent, see Ref. [99].
9Our recent calculations of matrix elements of the axial current
in light nuclei [82] employ different source and sink smearing
than in this work. The same binding energies are recovered in
those calculations, further supporting source independence of the
extracted two-baryon energies.
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Fig. 20. Fits to EREs using both the ground states
(n ¼ 1) and the first excited states (n ¼ 2) (color-
filled bands) are overlaid on fits toEREsusingonly the
ground states (hashed bands). The two sets of bands
are consistent with each other, showing that this check
is unambiguously passed. The same feature is seen for
the three-parameter ERE fits, with significantly larger
uncertainties, particularly in the case of fits to only the
ground states. It is important to note that a priori the
radius of convergence of the ERE is unknown, so an
inconsistency between ERE fits to k2 < 0 and k2 >
0 regions can imply that either higher-order terms in
the ERE are required or that the ERE does not apply.
As a result, this check is not a rigorous diagnostic of
the validity of energy extractions.
(iii) Consistency check (2) passed: This check states that
the value of all scattering parameters must be non-
singular. This check is immediately passed, as also
noted by Iritani et al., for the results presented in
Refs. [20,21], as well as those presented in this work
for all two-baryon channels. The values of the
scattering parameters obtained in this work are
tabulated in Table II. None of the parameters a−1,
r and P resulting from the two and three-parameter
ERE fits are singular.
(iv) Consistency check (3) passed: The sign of the
residue of the S-matrix at the bound-state pole is
fixed. This requirement leads to the following
condition on the k cot δ function:
d
dk2
ðk cot δþ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−k2
p
Þ

k2¼−κð∞Þ2
< 0; ðD1Þ
where κð∞Þ is the binding momentum. Despite the
conclusion of Ref. [52], the results presented here
and in Refs. [20,21] pass this check as well. As is
FIG. 21. The two-parameter ERE is compared with the tangents to the (−
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−k2
p
) curve at values of k2 ¼ −κð∞Þ2, with κð∞Þ values
given in Table III. The plots verify that all the identified bound states in this work are consistent with the criterion in Eq. (D1) within
uncertainties. Quantities are expressed in lattice units (l.u.).
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seen from Fig. 21, at the level of one standard
deviation, the slope of the two-parameter ERE fit to
the k cot δ function (color-filled bands) in all
channels is never greater than the slope of the
(−
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−k2
p
) function (gray bands) at the correspond-
ing bound-state pole. The uncertainty in the tangent
line to (−
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−k2
p
) at k2 ¼ −κð∞Þ2 arises from the
uncertainty in the values of κð∞Þ given in Table III. A
similar conclusion can be made from the three-
parameter ERE fits. The reason for the improvement
in the current analysis compared to that in Ref. [21]
is that an ERE fit was determined in Ref. [21] using
fewer kinematic points and by including only a
single point (the infinite-volume extrapolated en-
ergy) in the negative-k2 region. This latter choice, in
particular, loses the correlations among the kin-
ematic points in the k2 < 0 region. Including all
the points in both the negative and positive-k2
regions has been a key in reducing the uncertainties
in the fits in the vicinity of the bound-state energies
in the current analysis, allowing better constraints to
be put locally on the slope of the fits.
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